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little serious attention by those interested in the interactions between
energy and security problems.

Consequent I/, the choice of research

topics has been highly selective.

It is hoped that the depth of the

analyses carried out in this study can usefully complement the breadth of
other studies.

Since many recent energy studies have been flawed by the

gap between rapidly unfolding events and analysis, a serious attempt has
been made to rely solely on updated information In this study.
This study is organized into tour volumes.

The fh^t volume, by

v
Barry Smernoff and Uzi B. Arad. sets the context for analyzing problems
of energy and national security and summarizes the results of the research.
Appended to this volume are summary reports of two energy/security workshops carried out by Hudson Institute In 1971».
The second and third volumes are devoted to specific areas of
research:

.acurlty of oil supplies and its relationship to the market,

by Uzl Ar».>d.. and the petromoney question, by Halm Ben-Shahar.

Finally,

the fourth volume Is a set of collected papers:
1) to** tta Open Door:
oy Lewis Dunn;

U.S. Policy and Access to Global Re-ourc«

2) Can We Avert Economic Warfare In Raw Materials?
by William Schneider. Jr.
3) Changing American Foreign Policy in the Middle East
by Edward S. Boy I an
M

Iraq as a Soviet Proxy on the Persian Gulf
by Raphael Danzlger; and

5) Energy in the Third World
by Jean M. Ingersoll

Ml
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Chapter I
INTRODUCING ENERGY AND SECURITY

The first half of the I97C's was filled with events that have shattered the conventional wisdom regarding energy affairs and national security.

Two years after the Vietnam ceasefire was "secured" by the Paris

peace accords, one of America's most stinging foreign policy debacles continues to attract headlines and public attention after South Vietnam
abandoned the Central Highlands-the cradle of American involvement In
tht war--and quickly proceeded to lose the war.

The American public's

propensity for caring about what happens in Southeast Asia has been
severely eroded by domestic political and economic disasters:

Watergate

and the first Presidential resignation in American history, the current
economic malaise of inflationary recession with nearly double-digit unemployment, and continuing energy dependence and confusion.
As an introduction to Hudson Institute's study of energy and security problems, this chapter analyzes the changing meaning of national
-.ecurity and the role which energy is likely to play in determining the
shape of American security policy.

The purpose of this introduction is

to establish an updated backdrop for discussing some of the Increasingly
important second-order issues centering on the relationship between energy
and security.

Since many of the details are given in other parts of this

report, the discussion here is kept at a rather general

level.

The Changing Meaning of National Security
After World War M ended. President Harry S. Truman formulated a
doctrine of collective security in which American power and leadership
were to bt employed to create and maintain a stable world order, thereby

■ ' 1

4
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insuring American security.

On Harch 12. I9W. he proclaimed that

"
It must be the policy of the United States to support
free peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by
armed minorities or outside pressures."
Both the critics and defenders of the Truman Doctrine agree that these
remarks signaled a turning point of fundamental

importance in the history

of American foreign policy and led Inexorably to direct U.S.

involvement

in Vietnam.
Mor« recently, disillusionment over Vietnam has severely eroded the
unlimited and rather indiscriminate nature of the Truman Doctrine.

The

Watergate affair has revealed the legal and moral bankruptcy of using
national security as a vehicle for protecting non-vital and often specious
interests.

Yet. it is difficult to imagine how Americans will be able to

celebrat- th^ir Bicentennial Year of 1976 with any degree of complacency
if the United States continues to experience acute energy Insecurity,
under an economic and political

'siege" by Third World oil producing

nations.**
The ye=ir 1973 began on a positive note with the Paris peace accords
formally ending direct American military participation in the Vietnam
conflict.

Indeed. Henry K.ssinger and Le Due Tho shared the Nobel Prize

for Peace that year for negotiating these accords.

The credibility of

American commitments throughout the world had been upheld by nearly a
decade of fighting in Southeast Asia which cost tens of thousands of
American lives and undermined the political viability of two American

*John Lewis Gaddis. "Was the Truman Doctrine a Real Turning Point?"
Foreign Affairs. January 197'«.
**Volume ;i analyzes the problem of security of oil supplies In great
detail.

—S -

*•
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Meanwhile, as oil exporting nations collected their newly inflated revenue-, and OPEC surpluses grew to $60 billion, talk of military action
to redress the embarrassing and potentially destructive (to Western
values)

imbalance and to reassert traditional norms and power relation-

ships was limited, for the most part, to cocktail parties and defense
contingency planning sessions.
Until early 1975, that is.

The January 1975 i"u« of Commentary

featured Robert W. Tucker's article, "Oil: The Issue of American Intervention."

Tucker argued that, if the oil crisis is really a conflict

over vital

interests and if the superprice for oil promises to have the

same adverse effects as an embargo, then It is not easy to see the legal
or moral basis for making a distinction between embargo qua casus bei 1i
and destructively inflated oil prices as cause for the threat and use
of force.
Coincidentally. Secretary of State Klssing«r referred publicly for
the first time to the possibility of military action as a last resort to
save the Western world from "some actual strangula.ion."

While Kissin-

ger's remarks created wide speculation and aroused intense anxiety and
criticism In some world capitals.
many circles.

they evoked a responsive chord in

Indesd, a poll published In the 5 January issue of the

French weekly, Le Nouve! Observateur, showed 28^ of the French public

'Kissinger on Oil, Food, and Trade" Business Week, 13 January 197'*,
p. 68.
Kissinger's Talk of Force Over Oil Stirs the Germans," The New York
Times, January 6, 1975; "Kissinger Remark on Force Spark» Wide bpecuiation,"
The New York Times, January 7, 1975.

•».
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believe that oil consuming nations might nesort to military intervention
this year to force a reduction in oil prices.
By the conventional measures of national power, the United States
is the strongest nation in the world.

How long can successful economic

warfare be waged against America and its allies before the r isk of actual strangulation is perceived to be unacceptable?

How grave must the

e lergy/economic emergency become before it triggers an irreversible collapse of the international house of cards?

The economic and political

strain of maintaining American security and global commitments seems to
intensify with every passing day.

Many British corporations have reached

the ragged edqe of solvency, causing informed observers to wonder if
Britain herself is next.
shift toward the left.

Portugal has experienced a sharp political
The Cyprus crisis of 197^ was a relatively mild

enisode compared to the centrifugal forces NATO is likely to experience
as the level of social and political chaos rises under the pressures of
economic contraction, financial hemorrhage, and pervasive uncertainty in
the industrialized West.
Middle East fighting?
ible?

How will the U.S. act during the next round of

Is the American commitment to Israel still cred-

Has the Atlantic Alliance become soluble in oil?

*

Meanwhile, the Soviet Union watches silently and recalculates the
international "correlation of forces" upon which its SALT and detente
negotiating postures are baed.

Might the Soviets be emboldened by a

perception that the United States is rapidly growing weaker and possibly
losing its nerve?

During SALT I negotiations, Soviet estimation of the

correlation of forces encompassed

«'-2239-«*
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uneven media coverage.

Finally, the pervasive nature of tnergy In America

lead» to many different types of potential conflicts.

In today's era of

interest advocacy that emphasize; the much-used possibility of citizen lawsuits, fundamental conflicts of interest Impede energy resource developmant
(cf. the Trans-Alaskan Plpelln«: and Consolidated Edison's punned storage
facility planned for Storm King).

Often, energy projects are delayed

from the very beginning by vocal opposition groups.
The economic sources of energy policy confusion reside primarily
in the worsening situation of persistent Inflation and deepening recession.
Together with American dependence on foreign energy suppliers which makes
one-third of U.S. oil consumption vulnerable to production cuts (cf. the
1973-'* Arab oil embargo), export controls (cf.

the new Canadian goal of

substantially reducing oil exports to the U.S.), as well as non-market
price boosts (cf. OPEC's price guadrupling) , economic recession and Inflation form a "triple hind" confronting American policymakers with extremely difficult choices.

Establishment of energy taxes to induce con-

servation is Inflationary; gasoline rationing Is politically unacceptable
and rife with ineguities.

More generally, mandatory energy conservation

would appear to be recessionary since economic growth has always previously
been tightly coupled to energy growth.

On the supply side, proposed de-

velopment of shale oil has run headlong into slow-growth advocates in
Colorado; coal

liguefaction and commercial exploitation of Canadian tar

sands sr;em to have met their economic poison In the form of intense cost
escalation; and construction of nuclear power plants by electric utilities
has encountered the mounting scarcity of capital
reality of Increasing public opposition.

^»•■^■»■■^

■■■ •

as well as the political

11
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In essence, the specific soorc« of economic confusion In U.S. energy
affairs are proliferating faster than OPEC can raise the price of oil«
the least

important

Mot

implication of this disturbing state of energy economics

is the possibility that the OPEC-adminlstered oil price might continue
to rise, unimpeded by cost ceilings corresponding to alternative energy
sources.

Jamshid Amouzegar. the Interior Minister of Iran. MM reported

to state in December \37k that,
OPEC has been using as its pricing peg the lower-cost alternative to a barrel of oil This is a barrel of oil made from coal,
and its price ranges from $7 to $11 a barrel.
This reaffirms the opportunity cost pricing policy of OPEC.
ate problem for the Western world, however,

Is that the current estimated

price of commercially viable coal-derived liquid fuel
instead of $7-11.

The unfortun-

is $12-15 oer barrel

Perhaps it would be better to leave Mr. Amouzegar and

his fellow OPECians confused about current price estimates for oil alternatives.

Otherwise, the oil cartel might attempt to double the price of

oiI again!
Ironically, the inverted law of energy supply and demand in which demand
rrducllon creates upward price movement was making itself felt to American
energy consumers at the same lime it became the kernel of new oil economics
guiding OPEC policy.

During \37l*, stocks of all types of refined petroleum

products increased in OECD nations

until OPEC countries cut back production

by U-b million barrels per day to blunt downward price pressures which might

*"0PEC: The Eronomics of the Oil Cartel," Business Week, January 13,
1975. This article follows the widely read Interview with Secretary of State
Kissinger.
A
*Much of the embarrassing high profits in the oil industry, engendering
bad feelings toward the industry and skepticism that the energy situation is
as bad as it once seemed, results from inventory profits.
In many -ases,
these stocks are being sold for prices substantially greater than the, were
purchased for.

*

1?
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haw proved destructive to cartel pricing.

In essence,

to stabilize

prices and secure cartel coherence, OPEC produced less oil.

oil

At the same time,

the price of oil continued to creep upward (and the profit margins of multinational oil corporations were put under pressure) until the average government take reached $10 per barrel in late \37b (up from $7 in January).
OPEC had experienced the unique economic thrill of administering an
inverted law of energy supply and demand:

as prices rise, production

drops to stabilize monoply profits and preserve the cartel.

But there

is a limit to the growth of idle productive capacity consistent with
cartelization, and OPEC is not immune to the destructive impact of approaching that limit--the key question concerns its location.
Since the current econoric malaise has been the primary cause of
much of the energy confusion recent'.

it Is useful to get more specific

about the complex interactions between energy policy and the American
econ-^my.

Until mid-1973, the expanding U.S. economy appeared healthy,

resilient, and capable of supporting intensive development of domestic
energy resources.

By the second quarter of 1973, however, some econo-

mists began forecasting a mild recession for ISJ1*and commodity price runups, this was not good news.

In the midst of food
On the other hand.

It was no» all that bad, since the political news of the moment was far
worse--Watergate was beginning to heat up public and Congressional pressures leading to the likely impeachment of President Nixon.
The fourth quarter of 1973 (denoted 1973:'« by macroeconomists) was
the turning point.

After the October War broke out in the Middle East,

the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC), a subcartel of OPEC,

instituted an oil embargo on October 17, targeted on the

13
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U.S. as the chief politie.il and military supporter of Krar!.

Not much

later, three seemingly unrelated events happened in quick succession:
1) President Nixon undertook his "Saturday Night Massacre," affecting
the special Watergate prosecutor and Attorney General;

2) the U.S.

announced a worldwide military alert in response to a "brutal" Soviet
note threatenirg unilateral

intervention to back up the new ct^se^ire;

ard 3) OPEC redoubled the posted price of light Arabian crude oil to
$11-35 per barrel.

But were these events really unrelated, or did the

worsening crisis of American leadership lie behind each?
In the aftermath of Watergate, America continues to experience an intense
political crisis of leadership.

This is one of the central reasons behind

the high level of energy confusion.

The erosion of American leadership, morale,

and nerve which began during the Vietnam years accelerated after the Watergate episode began to unravel the legitimacy of the Nixon Administration.
The adverse effects of this erosion on international energy cooperation,
mobilization of domestic support for meaningful energy conservation and
supply expansion programs, and on general consumer and business confidence
reduce the possibility of shaping viable long-term energy policy In the
United States.
One of the most disturbing features of this story of high-level
policy confusion Is the growing awareness that the American Bicentennial
will be celebrated by a military and economic superpower which, to some
degree, is under economic and pollti .al seige by Third World nations.
Many people are confused by repeated declarations of the high stakes-America's vital

m —

>]wm*m m

interests, including its political and economic security,
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are involved here-contrasted with the reletive inaction and lack of nerve
demonstrated by the strategy of accommodation and cooperation pursued by
the Federal Government.

If the energy-intensive American way of life is

under attack by economic aggression waged by oil-exporting countrfes, why
don't we fight for what we want to keep?*

Such a simplification of the

rather complex and subtle fore.gn policy issues involved in any attempt
to sustain vital American interests docs cut through the mystery and
confusion, as perceived by the average American, which accompany that
'nscrutable process of making energy policy.

-

Its legal and moral legi-

timacy and political acceptability, however, are quite dubious.
If the Ford Foundatio.. study Is correct In saying that It It "a time
to choose"-that "Drift is •

rely the worst of the alternatives before us"

with respc- f* — „ policy^-would It not be attractive to cut through
the com,lex web of interrelated policy issues and come up with a once-andfor-a'l choice for America's energy future?

With so many policy option,

Moj.ing around, unless a firm decision I, „*.

soon

m

might

5pend

prec|oüs

yea.s developing criteria for choosing. Earning how to .atl.fy competln;
interest groups, encouraging full participation in the dads Ion-making processes, and slowing (as well as cooling and dimming) America without proving the quality of life one lota.

With a superabundance of possibilities

and choices available., the feasibility of coming up with politically
acceptable decision which improve the energy situation without serious

ta.v r^t^Jl^'Ä^Si^ä oT5^00

0f

the

^"!bi''ty of mill-

institute tor Contemporary Studies, 1975),
/

-

I
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harm to its triple-bind partners of inflation and recession depends

heavily on effective leadership to reconcile the diversity of interests
and attitudes bearing on energy policy.
The high level of energy policy confusion these days is largely due
to the unsettling and rather traumatic nature of the oil supply and price
discontinuities of 1973:^ which have thrown world energy markets and international financial

institutions into •jnfamiliar and difficult territory.

It is not surprising that disequi1ibrating shocks to the economic/energy
status q_uo should produce unclear vision of what might lie ahead.

And it

U difficult to sustain much confidence in the future when uncertainty
permeates that futttf« with various shades of grey.

The "mordant feeling

of disintegration and decay" articulated so well by Max Lerner; the burgeoning literature of pessimism casting an apocolyptic shadow over unfolding events; the socially corrosive effect of persistent inflation; the
worrisome sense that America might be coming apart as she moves closer to
her Bicentennial; and. most Important, the emerging battles for personal
survival

in a turbulent economic sea where friends are losing jobs or are

on the ragged edge of making ends meet, or are just too emotionally drained
to continue-this is what makes clear energy policy such idealistic fare.
Until the setting and context for energy policymaking gets better, clear
and consistent" enercy policy will reside on the flip- side of reality,
located for the most part in the minds of the dreamers.
Many participanti in the energy debate use the phrase "business-asusual" to denote future activities which conform to the past.

When dealing

"See Item J. Smernoff. "Cnergy Policy Interactions In the Un.ted
States " Energy Policy. September 1973. for a description of energy policy
consisien^r: It should be obvious that formulation of unconfused and consistenJ n^ional energy policy is important fo, the development of effective national security policy during the next few years.

'

,.

r
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with energy policy, however,
•'confusion-as-usual."

it might be appropriate to use the term

The last few years have been filled with a be-

wildering array of energy date, projections, policy options, and proposals.

If confusion-as-usual energy policy continues much longer, the

American people may be given high marks for placing most of the rtsponsib.lity for the so-called energy crisis on American government and oil
companies (instead of on Arabs or other external "bad actors") as early as
January IfJ*.

Unless the opacity of America's energy future begins to

disperse, revealing fairlv clear directions and policy objectives, the
contemporary energy fog might begin to smother American morale and resiliency and ultimately threaten national security In quite serious ways.
Usually, when domestic politics are highly confused and filled with
ambiguities, only an

outstanding leMer can cut through the morass and

make headway in a chosen direction.

The U.S. seems faced with several

nore years of unauthor1 tat Ive leadership, a likelihood which In Itself
threatens to endanger national security;

the oil crisis will not be

resolved until more capable leaders emerge.

The larger danger Is that

internal weakness and confusion may encourage and even precipitate external threats to American economic and possibly military security.
Just as Watergate has sapped American leadership and self-confidence,
the shadow of Vietnam hangs over the current oil power Impasse.

For

better or worse, it took self-confident leadership to launch American
involvement in the Vietnam conflict after the rather ambiguous Tonkin
Gulf incident in August 1964.

After the brutal Soviet note on 25 October

The Gal I up Pol I. January 10, \<flh.
News of the results of this poll
Induced some people to recall the statement made famous by Walt Kelly's
Pogo: "We have met the enemy, and he is us." The perception that the American energy crisis does not constitute an external threat to national security
seems to be at the heart of the prevailing energy confusion.

HI-??39-RR
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1973, which threatened unilateral

intervention to guarantee the days-old

Middle East ceasefire, Drs. Kissinger and Schlesinger decided to institute Defcon 3 (U.S. worldwide military alert) without the persona) participation of then President Nixon.

How could the President be expected

to give much thought to meaningful options for handling the oil crisis
if he was too preoccupied to take part actively in a serious decision
affecting the emergent U.S.-Soviet relationship of detente?

Since that

time, the leaders of OPEC and OAPEC have presumably believed that U.S.
leadership was too weak to put up much of a political or military fight.
Had OPFC not taken the opportunity, in a period of obvious American weakness, to redouble the price of oil after the Vom Kippur war, it might have
been judged guilty of economic folly.
Locked, as it is,

in a Catch-22 economic double bind of superprice

inflation and nearly double-digit unemployment, how can the United States
lead the Western world back to a modicum of economic stability and safetyi
Given the confusing and Incoherent big-talk little-action energy policy
which has emerged in the U.S. during the post-embargo period, how can
Secretary of State Kissinger believe that an American-led grouping of oil
consuming nations mignt generate the political will and solidarity to
implement a systematic approach and define clear directions for coping
with the oil problem?

Dr. Kissinger's View
In his Business Week interview. Kissinger was confronted with the
growing belief in the financial community that petrodollar recycling Is
something of a conjuring act, since bad debts will be piled on top of good

'
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Asked how loans drawn or the $25 billion financial safety net might

be repaid, Kissinger replied:
"We have two problems. We have an economic problem, ai}d
we have a political problem. The political problem is that
the whole Western world, with the exception perhaps of the U.S.,
is suffering from political malaise, from inner uncertainty,
and from a lack of direction.
This also affects economic conditions, because it means that you have no settled expectations
for the future and therefore a lowered willingness to take risks.
One of the principal objectives of our energy policy Is tc restore among the industrialized countries some sense that they
can master their own fate. And even if this would involve some
questionable debts, these are debts that have to be met somehow.
It would be enormously important for the general cohesion of the
industrialized world and for its capacity to deal with the future,
that they are dealt with systemat ical ly and not as the outcirowth
of some crisis..."*
(Emphasis added.)
Kissinger uses the word "systematic" no less than nine times in the
course of this interview;

it is not implausible that such frequent use

may reflect a maturing perception on Kissinger's part that the International system is experiencing an Incipient breakdown.

So much has been

written recently about the breakdown of the international economic system
that to recapitulate the arguments again would only belabor the obvious.
But, after stating that we have two problems--economic and poHtlcal-Kiisinger chooses to stress the political dimension.
is rather clear:

The reason for this

international economic and energy problems have been

politicized to the Nth degree, and the basic international problem is
P01'tical

in nature.

Indeed, Secretary Kissinger is probably most worried

about the surprising but highly important mid-term scenario In which the
international political system is severely eroded by a proliferation of
beggar-rhy-ne:ghbor policies which lead toward chaos.

This eventuality

might include the collapse of NATO and the diplomatic isolation of Israel
and its sole ally, the U.S.

Thij nightmare scenario might help to explain

Business Week interview, o£. clt.
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why Kissi.iqer talks so much about institutionalizing cooperative responses
to cope with the widening stream of economic and energy problems.
But why does Kissinger say that the whole Western world suffers from
political malaise and lack of direction, with the possible exception of
the United Slates?

Whom does he think he is kidding, particularly after

President Nixon was forced to resign in disgrace?

Max Lerner, one of

the most imaginative students of American civilization since de ToquevlIIe,
published an article in Foreign Affairs last year entitled "America
Agonistes," in which he wrote that American self-awareness has recently
reflected a sen^e of
"being at the end of the tether, a mordant feeling of disintegration and decay
This mood must be taken seriously
as part of the image that America offers the world
It has
included the convulsions and confrontations of the I960's,
the hippie culture, the squalor and bombings of the Vietnam
War, the corruption of Watergate. The judgment around the
world--that America was coming apart as she moved, ironically,
very close to her bicentenary of l976--has been reinforced by
a self-image filled with self-pity and self-hatred
On her
way to the forum of her bicentenary, something happened to
America."*
More generally, for several years a new conventional wisdom of gloom
and alarmism has been taking hold in the industrialized world.

An entire

literature of pessimism is being produced with such titles as. The Passing
of the Modern Age (1970). Where ehe Wasteland Ends (1973), The Limits to
Growth (1972), The End of the American Future (1973). The Coming Dark Age
(1973), and The Phaeton Ride--rhe Crisis of American Success 097'»).

Ex-

emplary of this burgeoning literature is Robert Heilbroner's An Inquiry
Into the Human Prospect, in which the outlook for man is termed "painful,"
"difficult," and "perhaps desperate":
A

Max Lerner, "America Agonistes," Foreign Affai»-», January 197^,

PP. 287-9.
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worse impends, yes.
Even so. Lerner's fee.ing of being at the "end of the tether" does
not stop hi. fro. be.ieving that while the Arab »II weapon will achieve
so« short-term victories, there is still some room for (cautious) optlmism:
-in the end the food production, technology, and the scientific
i vent venes's of free societies should make them -ourcefu.
enough to resolve the impasse without any energy Munlchs.
This type of long run optimism should be understood for what It is.
since the only path to the long run passes through the short-term future.
Which brings us back to Mr. Kissinger:

When asked about objective condi-

tions required for a reduction of the price of oil. Kissinger listed four
factors upon which the objective conditions depend:
One. a degree of consumer solidarity that makes the consumers
let vulnerable to the threat of embargo and to the dangers
of financial collapse. Second, a systemat.c •"";} " fJT"
conservation of sufficient magnitude to impose d'f ff ,c"'^° CeS
on Che producing countries. Third. n»tlt«tlon» of f W^l^
solidarity so that Individual countries are not so ob5e"^JT
the r ense of impotence that they are prepared to "^ «t« on
he producers' terms, fourth, and mostjmßor^^ to brng In
alternative sources of energy as rapidly as possible so that
"om '.nation of new discoveries of oil. new o "P- - "g
countries, and new sources of energy create a supply * '"a 'on
in wh ch t will be increasingly difficult or the ca te to
olerate
We think the beginning^ thi s will occur within two
(Emphasis added.)
to three years.*

:

r

,^^^^i^" -

■Robert Heiibroner.
Morton. 197*0. P- 22- ^
notable and valuable book.

**Max Lerner, joe. cU... P- 291

***8usiness Week interview, op. c_U
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Against the current backdrop of general pessimism and malaise ripp!ing through the Western psyche, are there leg.timate grounds for Kissinger',
limited, short-term energy optimism?
for

,n other words, what are the prospects

1) adequate consumer solidarity;

3) credible financial security,

2) effective energy conservation;

and k) timely energy supply enhancement?

Over and above the question of security of energy supplies, which is treated in Volume M of this report, the essential

implications of the global

energy problem for African security, broadly conceived, relate to the
superprice of imputed oil.

Hence the widely recognized imperative that

the world oil price must be brought down significantly.*
To achieve a large reduction of the r.lce of oil.
of Kissinger's factors must be operating successfully.

it appears that all
The outlook for

(nonmilitary) resolution of the international oil crisis-and the deepening
world recession and pervasive global

inflation may be incurable without

t-ely resolution of the oil crisis-can be gauged by assessing the individual outlook for each of the factors, even though they are to some extent mutually dependent.

This assessment is made in the next section.

Prospects for Reducing the Price of Oil
A

- Adequate consumer solidarity

Walter Levy, a respected international o,l consultant, has articulated
the necessity for cooperation among oil consuming countries better than

^f^-oT^thir ;T "t".to ^"° -"-- t$h;8inp:err a3;,: ai
recent proposal "or ^ olf^T^^f l^'L^^ ^ iT^ ""W*
diet his earlier comments regardin " e rgent Z^LlLSZT 2 COntrareduction of the price of oil.
achieve substantial

.'2
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most commentators.

Like Kissinger, Levy believes that four elements are

essential to move toward a reasonable adjustment of the oil crisis:
"...far-reaching cooperation among the oiI-importing nations, an
understanding by the importing nations of the interests and aspirations of the producing countries, a clear-cut (and painful)
program of energy austerity by the olI - ImportIng countries, and
a recognition by the producing countries that even In an austerity
situation any attempt to hold prices high must result in worldwide
dangers to which they could not be immune. Only with far-reachfng
consumer cooperation can it be expected that the producing countries will come to this necessary conclusion; at the same time
cooperation without austerity will not do the job.
Both are needed,
and a large new dose of political will, not yet In sight, will be
required to achieve them....
Today, governments are watching an erosion of the ..orld's oil
supply and financial systems, comparable In its potential for
economic and political dis'jster to the Great Depression of the
I930's, as if they were hypnotized into Inaction. The time is
late, the need for action overwhelming."*
Will the oil-consuming nations be capable of putting their act together
to use cooperation as a lever on oil prices?

Or will cooperative oil

politics elude these nations as they become Increasingly sensitive to
brute economic pressures and yield to bilateral oil deals and competitive
bidding for shrinking oil production?
Various writers have recently set down more general reasons for improved cooperation among Western nations (and Japan).

After the Vietnam

ceasefire agreement was signed In Paris, Zbigniew Brzezlnski wrote that
unless the United States, Western Europe and Japan move toward greater
and more active collaboration,
"...there is a high probability that the fragile global econony
and the barely emerging sense of global community will be
shattered, pitching the world back into International animosities,
fragmenting the world economy and intensifying the socjal strains
within both the advanced and the developing countries."**
Walter J. Levy, "World Oil Cooperation or International Chaos,"
Foreign Affairs, July IS?*», pp. 711-13^Zbigniew Brzezlnski, "U.S. Foreign Policy: The Search for Focus,"
Foreign Affairs, July 1973, P- 723-

W W *V^MW

_
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Writing in Foreign Affairs one year later, Karl Kaiser stated that,
"Given th»- crisis of European integration and of EuropeanAmerican relations, Europe and the United States may be at a
crossroads in their relationship.
It wMl be, above all, necessary to cool down emotions, to realize common interests and
to undertake a sober analysis of the ultimately disastrous consequences of a continuation of the present trends....If the
notion of partnership between and integrating Europe and North
America is abandoned, the price will be heavy and will be paid
by all our societies....The price of failure could well be a
breakdown of political stability or, indeed, of democracy in
some countries, a breakdown which would inevitably affect the
whole of the Western world."
Coming from scholars of this stature, these opinions can hardly be set
aside as unrepresentative of some lines of thinking at high levels In
and out of government.
European actions during the 1973 Middle East war, as the U.S. resupplied Israel, demonstrate the type and depth of difficulties facing
a serious attempt to generate Western oil cooperation.

So strong was

American ill feeling at the lack of support frjm European allies during
that war that Secretary Kissinger was rumored to have said, "I do not
care what happens to NATO,

I am so disgusted."

Fifteen months later,

in «-he aforementioned interview, Kissinger elaborated his perception
of European-American interactions:
Q

In Europe, the charge is made that you have sold out Western
civilization for 18 months of peace In the Middle East. Why
do Europeans feel this hostility toward the U.S. and you?

A.

Well, of course, I'd like :o know who these Europeans are-for my own education. What could they have had us do?

Q.

They're talking about military action.

''Karl Kaiser, "Europe and America: A Critical Phase," Foreign Affairs,
July \37k, pp. Ti3-k\.
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A.

The fact of the matter is that the governments they represent
systematically opposed every move we made in the Hiddle East;
every strong action that was taken In the Middle East was
taken by the U.S
Our difficulty in the Middle East Is
caused in part by our inability to organize cooperation even
for nonmilitary action^ The efforts the Administration made
diplomatically to lift the oil embargo reduced, at least for
a time, the dangers in the Middle East.
It gave everyone
breathing space. We gave up nothing.
Except the possibility
of military action, which was a chimerical Idea.
Why are the Europeans so hostile to the U.S.?
I think they suffer from an enormous feeling of insecurity.
They recognize that their safety depends on the U.S., their
economic well-being depends on the U.S., and they know that
we're essentially right In what we're doing. So the sense of
impotence, the Inability to do domestically what they know to
be right, produces a certain peevishness that always stops
just short of policy actions. No foreign minister ever says
this.* (Emphasis added.)

One of the major questions, of course,

is wh/ the American foreign

minister ever made this blunt statement available for the public record,
since its impact on European propensities tr cooperate on oil politics Is
likely to be adverse,

if not devastating.

After the Washington energy

conference in February IS?1«, the International Energy Agency was created
to organized and implement oil sharing among OECD nations during any crisis.
But it is increasingly difficult,

in this atmosphere of transatlantic bad

temper, to harbor much optimism regarding the mid-term outlook for meaningful and effective consumer solidarity, let alone the "far-reaching
cooperation" believed by Levy to be required to produce favorable price
changes and supply guarantees.
When asked about the forthcoming meeting between oil consumers and
producers, Kissinger replied.

Business Week interview, o£. cit.

-TV»»»1"
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"What can happen at a consumer-producer meet!no depends entirely
upon whether the consumers manage to bring about concrete cooperation and whether they can concert common positions before
the conference.
In the absence of these two conditions, the
consumer-producer conference will not take place with our participation.
If it did take place, it would only repeat in a
multilateral forum the bilateral dialogues that are already
going on.""
What may be on Kissinger's mind is the possibility that, unless consuming nations go into a meeting without producers holding common (read:
pro-American) positions, the meetir.3 might produce results contrary to
American Interests;
in which the U.S.

It may resemble a U.N.-like "tyranny of the majority"

is forced to bend to a Euro-Arab coalition."

Presenta-

tion of a public ultimatum to Europe that U.S. participation In the meeting is contingent on achievement of "corcrete cooperation" and "common
positions" Is highly undiplomatic behavior which would be counterproductive, If the American objective is consumer cooperation.
However, If the real American objective is, unfortunately, to construct an American-led consumer cartel by bullying Europe and Japan Into
toeing the American line on the politics of oil, chances are that r.he
effort will fail miserably:
will rule again.

Americar "inability to organize coopention"

Under these circumstances, the Europeans might sense

their Impotence but the Americans will actually become impotent to deal
peacefully with the International oil crisis because they will have
become their own worst enemies.

Whether or not the fears of Br.e^nskl

or Kaiser prove to be well-founded, the implications of this itMU.Io

'ibid., p. 69**.
""Mlyht a similar ant l-Amer lean coalition carry weight at the forthcoming conference to review the Treaty on the Non-ProlIferatIon of Nuclear
Weapon», particularly In a period of weakening American diplomacy? (See
pp. ^7-9 below.)
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unprecedented rates of inflation and unimployment is a dangerous economic
experiment to carry out.

The disturbing possibility that serious meas-

ures to conserve energy might irreversibly swing the American economy
near or In'o double-digit subspace Implies that effective energy conservation might move an already disordered economy closer to social and
political chaos.

Finally, this second possibility would severely under-

mind American efforts to achieve the other three Kissingerlan goals of
solidifying consumers, securing financial arrangements, and enhancing
energy supplies.

Balanced against the benefits that might accompany

programs of energy conservation---jnd to be effective, conservation must
cut deeply into energy demands — the risks seem excessive.
Of course. Western policy-makers might decide that energy austerity
should not be harsh, implement relatively benign conservation measures,
and take credit for "coping" with the energy/economic problem.

But this

alternative would do no more than dent the large quantities of oil Imported
by the U.S., Europe anj Japan.

On balance, the outlook for significant

OECD energy conservation which would put meaningful pressure on OPEC pricing policy is relatively poor.

C.

Credible Financial Security

The third Kissinger factor relates to the need for
"Institutions of financial solidarity so that individual countries
are not so obsessed by their sense of Impotence that they are
prepared to negotiate on the producers' terms."* (Emphasis added.]

Business Week Interview, p. 67
Note the repeated use of "sense of
impotence" In reference to oiI-consuming nations.

- -^~---~-—■-
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Since the average mind boggles at the immense problem of financing OECD
oil

imports during the next few years, let alone for 10-15 years until

alternative indigenous energy supplies become available,

importing

nations are likely to continue to have a frustrating sense of impotence.
The enlarged International Monetary Fund oil facility might serve to
cushion large oil deficits and soften the general world financial disequilibrium caused by the massive recycling required to Insert the $5060 billion surplus OPEC revenues into productive investments.* There
might be a $25 billion financial safety net to bolster countries like
Britain and Italy which are not the most creditworthy countries in the
world.

Many observers of the international monetary scene, however,

remain dubious regarding the potential
ing financial

long-term effectiveness of exist-

institutions and payments mechanisms.

"How Can the World Afford OPEC Oil?" asks a seminal article published
by five distinguished men in the January 1975 issue of Foreign Affairs.
even if the price of oil was significantly reduced:
...the oi l-con«,uming countries must recognize that a reduction
of the representative Persian Gulf FOB price from $10 down to
$8, or even $6, p«r barrel, would still not reduce their transfer burden to the OPEC countries to readily manageable proportions.
In annual gross payments, before any offset for sales
of goods to the OPEC countries, or for any aid they may extend,
the ranges would drop either to about $90 to $105 billion at the
$8 price or to about $75 to $95 billion at $6.*'
At $10 per barrel, %k00-kS0 billion worth of oil payments would have to be
settled through transfer of claims rather than through movement of goods
and services over the remainder of this decade; at $6 per barrel, this

A*

See Volume III.

Khcdadad Farmanfarmaian, et al., "How Can the World Afford OPEC Oil?"
Foreign Affairs. January 1975, p. 208. Farmanfarmaian's co-authors are
Armin Gutowski, Saburo Oklta, Robert V. Roosa, and Carroll L. Wilson.
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The conventional wisdom regarding alternative energy sources is. relatively
optimistic.

Whereas the precise elasticities of supply are no: known,

It is generally true that energy supplies have been responsive to
increases in price.

Hence $10 per barrel oil should bring on additional

supply Fairly rapidly.

The rapidity with which new supplies can be

brought on the energy market, however, depends on current prices, price
expectations, technological feasibility, capital conditions (availability
and interest rates), government regulation, tax policy, and a number of
other factors.

Consequently, the transformation of energy resources Into

marketable BTU's is a complex and increasingly tedious process.
balance, the United States has been skillful

On

in putting together the

requisite factors for supplying energy to fuel

its growing econonr/.

The fourth quarter of 1973 brought energy shocks which went well
beyond mere contributions to price inflation and general financial disequilibrium as their impacts rippled through the U.S. energy structure
to create intense dislocations.

These dislocations include a large

increase in energy price uncertainty and unusually large uncertainties
regarding public policies which are being shaped to cope with interacting energy and economic problems to which the energy shocks were majo«"
contributing factors.

Consequently, development of domestic energy

resources has been slowed down considerably by a combination of widespread anxiety that the OPEC-admlnistered price of oil will break downMtr4 sharply, threatening the economic viability of energy ventures
undertaken with business-as-usual assumptions, mixed with general
financial difficulties relating to tight money markets and a relative
scarcity of capital to finance energy projects ranging from nuclear
power plants to prototype coal liquefaction facilities.
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Planning unceitainty has been greatly exacerbated by the pervasive
grip of double-digit inflation on energy ventures.

In terms of economic

viability, prototype development of oil shale has become a dead issue
for the lime being,

and medium-scale development of Athabascan tar

sands has been critically wounded by massive cost escalations.

Many

capital cost estimates have doubled in the past 12-15 months.

Acceler-

ated development of offshore oil and gas fields planned by the Federal
Government has encountered opposition in many coastal states where the
environmental and social costs of oil spills and secondary onshore development are believed to outweight the attendant economic benefits,
particularly if the Federal Government remains unwilling to share royalties.
The nuciear power industry has been experiencing the uncomfortable
sgueeye of scarce capital and dilution of utility eguity values, forcing
numerous electric utilities to cut back construction plans severe'y. Conseguently. official projections of nuclear electric generating capacity
for the U.S.

in 1980 have been significantly reduced (see Figure 1). Since

smooth growth in the construction of nuclear power plants is of central
Importance to the potential success of the policy of energy self-sufficiency by 1985. Fig.re I says a great deal about the likelihood that Project
Independence will be successful:

During the fourth quarter of 1 97*«. Atlantic Richfield Co. and Shell
Oil Co. withdrew from joint ventures to build plants for extracting
synthetic crude oil from Alberta's t ar sands. "The deteriorating
economics of the project caused by r apid inflationary Increases in
capital ana operating costs" figured heavily In ARCO's decision,
Doubts about the economic feasi bility of oil shale development had
motivated APCO to shelve indeflnitel y plans to build a $1 billion plant
In Colorado only two months before t he tar sands dec'sion. (The Wall
Street Journal. Dec. 9, 197M Earli er in 197*«, the Department of the
Interior was unsuccessful In leasing oil shale tracts for developing
underground extraction processes whe n there were no bidders.

\u
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"the disproportionately heavy cancellation or delays of nuclear
Plants are likely to make impossible the objectives of Project
Independence.'*
"j^-i
As of March 1975. 55 nuclear power plants having a total capacity of
37-5 gigawatts are licensed to operate in the U.S. and 63 plants (64 Gwe)
have construction permits (see Figure 2).

If one-third of the plants on

order obtain construction permits and are built by 1985. then about 135 Gwe
cf nuclear capacity may exist by then, amounting to approximately 10 quadr.lllon BTU's per year In terms of thermal energy equivalents.

Thl, pro-

jection of 1985 nuclear capacity is much lower than the 325 Gwe projected
by the National Academy of Engineering in mid-W.**

The conventional

wisdom has greatly inflated expectations of future Installed nuclear capacity compared to levels which would seem more realistic if existing
economic and political trends are taken seriously.
The economics of nuclear energy had begun to sour as cost estimates
for commercial (non-turnkey) plants became available In the late 1960'».
'

Discussing the competitive position of nuclear power relative to fossilfueled generating capacity. Philip Sporn wrote that.

t.cnnologv."*°«

^.««"Ics of our „uclMr p«„r

.

lewis J. per|, "fh, future of Nuclear Power In the Electric u.iu.„
ndustry." Nuclear Hew.. December IfM. p. 63.
(See Chaot.r 8 Uo^.i! M
for tfH.ll. rel^Tfl-e structure of'project In^peXT) ' " "* "

ta »f ftirwrriMHII. N-lonal Academy of E„9lB.erl„g. Hay 197*.

DecJeTl'^A.^eTa"^ I^ÜT "*"'
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Figurt 2
STATUS OF U.S. NUCLEAR ELECTRICITY, 1975

THE FOLLOWING FIGURES ARE CURRENT AS OF MARCH 20,

1975:

55 PLANTS WITH OPERATING LICENSES

37,'•96 Mwe*

63 PLANTS WITH CONSTRUCTION PERMITS

6'«,369 Mwe

100 PLANTS ON ORDER
I? LETTERS OF INTENT/OPTIONS
235 TOTAL

112,186 Mwe
19,082 Mwe
233,133 Mwe

■REPRESENTS APPROXIMUELY J,$X OF TOTAL U.S. GENERATING
CAPACITY.
SOl-'RCE:

ATOMIC INDUSTRIAL FORUM

"^

Sporn indicated that the expectation of Oyster Creek performance In the
generation of electrical energy at about 3 5 mills/KwH had evaporated
when 1969~estimated costs of nuclear power for 1976 had doubled to 7
mills/KwH.

What he could not have known then was the subsequent trip11ng

of estimated electrical generation costs to 22.6 mills/KwH (see Figure 3).
This sharp cost escalation occurred primarily because of the skyrocketing
cost of constructing nuclear power plants which went far beyond cost
escalation attributable to inflation In the construction industry.
The problem is not purely eronomic in nature, since the precipitous
escalation of nuclear power cost estimates can be correlated with regulatory and legal delays and decisions adverse to the smooth, planned process

17
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of buildinq -norr nuclear power pUnts.

It appears that public hostility

to nuclear power and its related unique problems lies at the core of the
souring economics:
"The extreme critics of nuclear power have been at least
partially successful in their efforts to force a downward
re-evaluation of the [net] social value of reactor technology ..the regulatory process has been used as a device to
give effect to the view that reactor technology is not as
valuable to society as the anticipated cost of electricity
from the first-generation plants implied.
The process by
which opponents of nuclear power are trying to establish
their views about the ultimate value of nuclear power to
societ ' is causing delays and costs which obviously can only
be reduced by a reduction in the level of the controversy
itself."*
The politics of nuclear power are tilting away from the nuclear industry and its Congressional supporters as moratorium movements In various
states gain momentum.

Four of the new members of the Joint Committee on

Atomic Energy have demonstrated noteworthy skepticism on Issues of big
technology »uch as the SST and ABM systems.

Moreover, the once monolithic

power of the AEC-JCAE axis has been splintered by the dissection of the
AEC; various Congressional committees plan to hold hearings on different
aspects of nuclear power, opening the door for emerging coalitions of
neutral and anti-nuclear Congressmen and diluting the political clout of
the traditional pro-nuclear alliance.

A

|rvin C. Bupp. et. aL . "The ^onomlcs of Nuclear Power." Technology

Review. February 1975. P- 25.
(i
**»'• .t Gillete. "Nuclear Power: Hard Times and a Questioning Congress,
Science. 21 March 1975.

■7
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Figure 3
NUCLEAR ELECTRIC GENERATION COST ESTIMATtS

C/KWH

1970
SOURCE:

'^0

1990
2000
2010
2020 2025
YEAR OF INITIAL OPERATION
(d,b) Philip Sporn, "Developments in Nuclear Power Economics,
JonuJry 1968-Occember 1969." published in a report for
the Joint Cotmnittee on Atomic Energy, Nuclear Power and
Roldted Energy Problems--1968 Through T97O, December 197).
(c) U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, The Nuclear Industry--I97I,
(d) U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, The Nuclear Industry-1973.
(e) U.S. Atomic f.nergy Commission, The Nuclear I ndus t ry--197^.

Possibly the most vulnerable link in the nuclear chain Is the breeder
reactor, which has been seriously damaged by a precedent-setting judicial
decision requiring an environmental
program through the year 2020.

impact statement for the entire breeder

Hountlng political pressures to slow or

halt breeder development in the U.S. are based on

1) lack of solid evi-

dence that cheap uranium is becoming scarce, particularly as the light
water reactor industry grows more slowly than expected;

"»

u.

..— •— -^

2) arguments

33
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concerning the high and rising opportunity cost of developing breeders
(see Figure <♦) ;

3)

increasing anxiety relating to the risks of nuclear

theft and nuclear weapons proliferation;
nuclear power program.

and M general hostility to the

Since these pressures are gaining ground both

w'thin and outside government, it is not inconceivable that the breeder
may become the energy SST of the mid-1970's.

If this happens, the long-

term viability of the civilian nuclear power program might be placed in
jeopardy.

ft

The recent decision to postpone for three years reaching a final
position on the use of recycled p'utonium as nuclear fuel for conventional
reactors, made by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, indicates that the
Plutonium breeder reactor program is approaching a do-or-die point in Its
history (see David Burnham, "U.S. Panel Delays for 3 Years Decision on
Using Plutonium as Fuel for Reactors," The New York Times, May 9, 1975-

—

—
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Figure U
AEC COST ESTIMATES FOR THE CLINCH RIVER BREEDER REACTOR
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JCAE Hearings. AEC Authorizing Legislation - FY 1972, p. 702.
JCAE Hearings, AEC Authorizing Legislation - FY 1973, pp, 1154-1159.
JCAE Hearings, LHFBR Demonstrat ion Plant, Hearings, p . kk.
Nucleonics Week. 15, Harch 21, I97l|, p. I.
Weakly Energy Report. 30, July 29. 197^, P- I.
Weekly Energy Report. 38, September 23, 197*, p. 6.

REFERENCE:

Thomas B. Cochran, et al.. Bypassing the Breeder. A Raport on
Misplaced Federal Energy Policies. Natural Resources Oefenaa
Council. Inc., March 1975-
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While the bad state of affairs in the nuclear power industry may be
extreme, it exemplifies some of the sizeable problems being encounte. ed
by companies and Government officials as they plan for American energy
self-sufficiency.

The timely development of indigenous energy resources

has become extremely problematical, largely because the politics and
economics of such energy resource development have become quite confusing.
Notwithstanding the large sums of capital and the great economic uncertainties involved in the implementation of Project Independence programs,
there is a lack of fundamental political commitment to the stated policy
objective of making the U.S. self-sufficient in energy during the next
decade.

Until the political feasibility of American energy independence

can be demonstrated, OPEC nations are quite unlikely to take the paper
programs of Project Independence too seriously, and will not feel

Inclined

to reduce the price of oil under pressure from emerging competing sources
of oiI substitutes.

E.

Prospects for a price break
Under the circumstances described above, the likelihood appears

slim that new sources of energy such as uranium-based nuclear power,
liquefaction and gasification of coal, oil shale, tar sands, and geothermal and solar energy resources can be realized rapidly enough to
exert effective supply pressure on tt,e oil cartel to break its monopolistic hold on the energy price structure.

The once popular view that

energy from tar sands, oil shale, coal synthetics, and uranium is easily
accessible has been summarily invalidated by a combination of environmental obstacles and economic reality.

■■

Even new petroleum from offshore

■—-v
-—'

«
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producible zones is unlikely to be marketed in substantial quantltl.s
during the next few years.
Secretary Kissinger's proposal of creating an energy floor price
(near $7-8 per barrel) to avert the risk that OPEC might attempt to
undercut emerging infant energy industries by reducing the price of oil
seems ineffectual relative toother factors-economic. polltica:. and
technologlcal-which preclude orderly and timely development of Amer'c.n
energy resources.

Furthermore, protection against downward price move-

ments Is only one of the problems.

On the up side, renewed inflation

might imply higher Interest rates in the future, making capital formation
more expensive, and may create incentives for leaving discovered oil
and gas in the ground until rising prices make production more profit.bla.
An $8 floor price does little good in terms of protecting and encouraging the rapid development of alternative energy sources blocked by public
hosfility and capital scarcity, particularly if most of these sources require substantially more than $8 per barrel to break even.

Instead, It

would tend to institutionalize high oil prices, encourage an inflationary
bias in other energy prices, and thereby contradict the stated advantages
of working to bring about substantial price reductions by breaking the
cartel.

It Is no wonder that some (many?) Europeans and Japanese still

believe that Secretary Kissinger helped to r-ngineer (or at least applauded)
OPEC's price boost as a way to improve American competitiveness relative
to the rest of OECD.
American experience with energy price regulation Indicates that once
regulation Is in effect it is relatively difficult to rescind;

the tortucut

history of Federal Power CommlssiM regulation of interstate natural gas

HI-2239-RR

^

prices at the wellhead is exemplary in this regard.

Since it appears that

the eighteen primary oil consuming nations constituting the International
Energy Agency have agreed in principle on Secretary Kissinger's plan for
a common floor price for oil

imports, what might happen to this price floor

in the event that the cartel breaks up?

Clearly, vested interest in main-

taining the high price level would be widespread in the United States since
numerous energy industries would be adversely affected by low prices.

On

the other hand, countries with much higher import dependencies might remove
their support for the floor price which would unnecessarily inflate their
energy payments if inexpensive imported oil became available again.

In

other words, breakup of the cartel within the framework of a common floor
price might introduce points of friction between the U.'>. and its allies
as the U.S. continues to strive for a degree of energy self-sufficiency
and its allies try to minimize energy costs.
In spite, rather than because, of Secretary Kissinger's efforts to
force the price of oil down and break »he cartel, there are some good
reasons to believe that a centrifugal breakup of OPEC is impending:
Crude petroleum prices are being lowered, both directly and
indirectly, by individual producing countries seeking to
increase their exports....Since the embargo was lifted,
demand declined in the face of recessions in the United
States, Western Europe and Japan....Current OPEC output is
estimated at 26 million barrels a day, 11 million below its
capacity.... there are now 100 days of consumption In storage.... The more rapidly the price is expected to fall, the
more rapidly inventories will be reduced, and the lower the
demand for newly produced oil....While Individual OPEC
countries can increase thei ' exports, OPEC countries as a
group cannot--at least not until a business upswing occurs.

'Robert Z. Aliber, "Impending Breakdown of OPEC Cartel," The Wall
Street Journal, March 20, 1975.

M
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If this line of argument Is valid, OPEC's ability to maintain the price
of oil Is eroding rapidly, quite 'ncependent of policy proposals made by
Western governments, and the prospects for a price break to the $5 level
or lower are excellent.
If a price break does occur during 1975, then th? prospects for
I) adequate consumer solidarity; 2) effective energy conservation; and
3) timely energy supply enhancement become even more bleak.

Consumer

solidarity would be hastily discarded as nations raced toward economic
recovery from what recently

'.ppeared to be near worldwide depression,

buoyed by the return to cheaper energy.

Energy austerity might $urvtiv?
i

in a reduced form as a mechanism to reduce national

Import dependencies,

but conservation of energy (ji'a economic corrton sense would be d^alt a
grave blow.

Most important,

r

rom the perspective of U.S. energy policy,

the likelihood that timely enhancement of alternative energy supplies will
occur In the U.S. would shrink greatly.

No longer could the argument of

national energy security be applied to support agency requests for large
expenditures to finance domestic energy resource development and R&D
projects designed to achieve U.S. energy self-sufficiency.
The economic and environmental costs of carrying out a program to
obtain mid-term energy self-sufficiency would seem prohibitive after a
price break, relative to the costs of a smaller program to guarantee
energy security by stockpiling petroleum, making careful contractual
arrangements with diversified foreign suppliers, and preserving a structured
energy R&D program emphasizing development of clean coal burning and safe
light-water reactors.

Energy developments such as the breeder reactor

- -

k(>
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Hr. Kubba. writing in an official OPEC document

has said that future

use of the oil weapon will preced». the "coming war" in the Middle East
instead of lagging it.

In the context of Secretary Kissinger's threat of

force to cope with economic strangulation of the West by the OAPEC oil
weapon, any temptation to unsheath the oil weapon to bolster OPEC cohesiveness and morale and to weaken Western support of Israel prior to the
next Kic'east conflict may prove quite dangerous for all parties Irvolved.
After the breakdown of the international order characterized by AngloAmericar hegemony has >een <)iven great visibility by the Vnerlcan debacle
in Vietnam and successful emergence of the OPEC challenge, the latter due
largely to an American policy of appeasement and preemptive surrender,
there Is an Increasing danger thai '„he oil states might soon test U.S.
resolve and find themselves locked into an oil escalation dynanlc leading
to direct confrontation.

On the other h«nd, if OAPEC Is patient, how might

the case for Amer'can military intervention to secure oil supplies be i*
//■■

]

affected if Iran or Saudi Arable acquire nuclear weapons by the early I980's?
After the Indian nuclea«- detonation In I971», tht fragility of the
Treaty on the Non-ProlIferatlon or Nuclear Weapons as an International
Instrument to reduce the probability of nuclear conflict has been demonstrated.

It Is Interesting to note that, prior to the mid-i975 conference

or oil producing and consuming nations, there will be an NPT Review Conference In Geneva.

The significance of this meeting can be Indicated

through the words of a distinguished ob^-rver of the international scene:
"...the threat from the Third World has expanded dangerously
Into the security sphere. The Third World has become the focal
point of potential nuclear proliferation. India has attained
nuclear capability, and is helping Argentina to do so. Brazil

v

'■.r •*
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is almost certain to qo nuclMr
i
•
.
capability; both it and Eoyot a^
^"^ has a "«Jor
'ran is buying actors SS^J Tnä STJS t^ he,PhaS re
iy stated his intention to become"'1? 'r
POrt^And ther
seems a high probability tt^Z.*?^!?'tf**''
e
0
the
Middle East will also seek to JTto "*
^"^ '"
Although this statement .|ght

Seem

to

express a strongly subjective belief,
it should be read with seriousness since mm
s.nce many arms control experts would
tend to agree with the thrust of it.
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the Treaty nor abide by its InfnH-^ ki
V
intended objectives, the prospects for nuclear
proliferation will appear grim.

,n

that ca^
f.
that case, the outlook for Interna-
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Reduction of the likelihood of nuclear war is clearly In the Interest
of American security.

Consequently, U.S. support for a policy of non-

proliferation of nuclear weapons has been a central part of American foreign policy.

The history of the negotiation of the NPT Indicates that

all non-nuclear countries need adequate (I.«., credible and dependable)
guarantees by existing nuclear powers against nuclear attack.

Recent

reports suggest that Japan and Australia, among other nations, are beginning to question the reliability of American defense commitments after
the collapse of South Vietnam.
Erosion of American support for Israel after the surprising collapse
of South Vietnam might trigger a process of intense diplomatic Isolation
of Israel, posslblv leading to wide conflict In the Middle East.

Moreover,

erosion of American support for Israel might prove to borderline nonnuclear -weapon nations that American nuclear guarantees are unreliable.
If that belief became widespread, either another nuclear power (e.g., the
Soviet Union or China) would provide nuclear guarantees or the prospects
for averting further nuclear weapons proliferation would worsen.
either of these circumstances, American security would be reduced.

In
Soviet

or Chinese nuclear guarantees to non-Communist countries would weaken the
political and military fabric of the Western world, while a chain of nuclear weapon acquisitions by various nations would increase the chance of
nuclear war.

For example, see William Epstein, "The Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons," Sclent ifIc American, April 1975.

— -«r. — —■ ««. n ,
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For all of these reasons, then, the months following the collapse of
Vietnamese military (and political)

leadership may prove to be extremely

important for American security in the future.

U.S. security and the

future stability of the international order are inextricably linked to
external perceptions of American strength, resolve, and internal coheslveness.

American accommodation to economic demands of tha oil cartel, coming

at a time of turbulent economic and political

interdependence In the world.

has bolstered perceptions of the U.S. as an increasingly inept and untrustworthy ally vulnerable to further threats, nonmllitary as well as military.
Recently, one of West Europe's "handful of leading statesmen" related
to C.L. Sulzberger his impressions of the world scene:
"...I am very disturbed to see right now the simultaneous development of a strong Communist offensive everywhere.
This is becoming more and more generalized. Today we see Us actions In
Indochina, Portugal and the Middle East.
Tomorrow It will be
in Yugoslavia, Italy and maybe France.
Against this, all we find is a U.S. policy that fails to adapt
itself to reality--even on the scale of Western Europe. We need
an independent Europe which can stand on Its own feet and cooperate with the United States. But things are going from bad to
worse. And your country seems to be suffering from Intellectual
disintegration.
The degeneration of the United States in a psychological
and moral sense is awful.
There is a vast reversal in U.S. influence just when Russian
influence is rising everywhere...we are witnessing the collapse
of Western civilization. First Europe west.
Now the time of
the United States begins."*
Relatively self-serving American energy policy, together with the Kissingerian attitude that oil consuming nations must accept the American position on international energy policy, further undermines the coherence and
viability of American alliances and sets the stage for future threats to
Western economic (and possibly mi 1itary) security.

*C.L. Sulzberger, "Mirror, Mirror on the Wall," The New York Times,
April 9. 1975.
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Instead of being perceived as an external security threat by the
American public, the Arab oil embargo and OPEC price quadrupling of late
1973 were viewed as economic misfortunes

compounding an existing energy

crisis brought on by corporate and Government bungling.

As long as the

present climate of economic mala>se, political confusion and energy complacency persists, the ambitious goals of Project Independence, based as
they are on the presumption that American energy security has been seriously threatened, will not be accomplished.
The policy objective of American energy self-sufficiency has become
rather tenuous, especially now that many argue that its implementation
would be extrwnely costly, both in monetary and temporal terms.

This

policy Is likely to be discarded gradually In favor of more realistic and
less expensive energy goals based on the changing relationships of global
interdependence—economic, politcal, and mill tary--which appear too Important or too durable to be dismissed.

Energy growth will slow as the Im-

pact of conservation, through market price mechanisms and non-market
regulation, spreads through American society.

Political knots and envir-

onmental obstacles ma/ prevent U.S. energy resources from being developed
rapidly enought to permit meaningful reduction of oil

Imports In the short

run.
A policy of selective importation, based on diversification of sources,
combined with a security-motivated policy of oil shortage, should serve to
minimize the energy insecurities associated with oil
or not there i

a rupture in the cartel.

Importation whether

Indeed, even in the absence of

cartelization of the petroleum market, there are excellent reasons for

— '
■'—
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avoiding insecure sources of energy supplies (e.g.. many of the members of
OAPEC).
To keep its energy options open, the U.S. has pursued four energy
strategies during the last year or so:

I) multilateral consumer cooper-

ation with an emphasis on oil sharing agreements, stockpiling, reduction
of dependence on OPEC, and financial coordination carried out through
the auspices of the International Energy Agency;

2) unilateral interde-

pendence with producers through intensification of bilateral quasi-barter
arrangements;

3) unilateral energy independence through a declaratory

policy of energy self-efficiency;

and k) unilateral policy of moderate

energy self-sufficiency coupled with some cooperation among consumers.
Simultaneous pursuit of these policies may have been sensible for the
short run. particularly after the OPEC/OAPEC shocks to the international
energy system, but

it Is simply too expensive-economical Iy and polltl-

cally--to sustain over the long haul.
The optimal mix of energy strategies appears to be some form of multi
lateral consumers' approach, with an emphasis on relative American energy
independence.

Even if the cartel breaks down, security insurance through

oil stockpiling and IEA emergency sharing agreements seems eminently advisable,

Due to their destabilizing impacts, large arms transfers to

Middle Eastern oil *tates for facilitating petrodollar recycling and minimizing balance-of-payments problems should be avoided at all costs.
The problem confronting American foreign policy extends well beyond
assuring access to supplies of oil at manageable prices, not only for the
U.S.. but for its allies and for the Third and Fourth Worlds.

Rather.

S2
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this objective should be pursued within the broader framework of U.S.
support for a viable system of international economic collective security,
Such a system might both depoliticize access to raw materials, to the
greatest extent possible, and establish norms, procedure, and related
agreements to rationalized the elusive spirit of interdependence.

More-

over, central to such a system of global economic security would be an
inclusive conception of global equity within which rich nations and poor
nations, consumers alike, acknowledged their mutual needs and obligations.
It remains to be seen whether they will be willing to do so, and
whether the appeal for a new international economic order voiced by the
oil and raw materials producing countries will elicit a positive American
response compatible with traditional American values.
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Chapter I I
WORLD ENERGY INTERDEPENDENCE
AND THE SECURITY OF SUPPLY
IntroductIon
This chapter discusses the relat.onship of the peacetime security of
ON supplies to prevaMing patterns ot economic and political
dence.

interdepen-

The primary objective has been to uncover the functional re.atlon-

ship between import and export dependencies as they affect the reliability
of supply in the past and the future.
A more detailed discussion of this arjysis Is given in Volume II of
this study.

TheJErosion of Equilibrium
The multllatera! energy system as it existed for more than twenty
years after World War || under the aegis of American hegemony was a fragile
construct.

Its basic stability hinged on the continuation of a series of

delicate internal balances.

Most important among these was that between

the patterns of export and Import dependence.

From the standpoint of the

international political economy, there arc two ends to the oil axis;

it

is the interaction between these two which determines the actual state of
^he system at any point in time.

At one end is the degree of dependence

of the principal consuming countries upon imports of oil supplies.
other end. as as a countervailing force to import-dependence,

At the

is the

degree of export-dependence; that is to say. the extent to which principal
oi-producing countries are depenoent upon the income accruing to them
from oil production and exportation.
product; the producers', for a market.

The consumers' need, then Is for a
The ba.ance or imbalance between
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these two partners of dependence influences the political or economic
character of the entire system.

Therefore, it affects Its economic struc-

ture, whether it Is skewed towards a sellers' or a buyers' market, as
well as its political spill-over effects.
oil

As a result of the multinational

industry's ability to keep down the price of oil and due to competition

in the market, the system evolved symmetrically In the two cucial dependence areas and multilaterally with respect to its mode of operation.
Attempts to capitalize on the vulnerabilities inherent in complex interdependencies failed, as shown by the examples of the Suez and 1967 MidEast crises, because the reciprocal conditions of relatively high dependency among exporters and importers alike balanced the system, and as such
it proved to be quite flexible and efficient.
The system came under pressure In the I960's. when an American decline
was paralleled by the emergence of resource nationalism In the oil exporting countries.

The principal process in that respect has been the rise

of the OPEC cartel.

The coalition failed in Its declared purpose as long

as the oil Industry was backed by home governments committed to the competitive multilateral system--in effect, a product of American-British
domination.

However, a backing away from such commitment in 1970 marked

the beginning of a revolutionary period In which the system was to .ose
its stability a.-d consequently Its functional security.
It Is not the size and scope alone that accounts for the Importance
of the oil industry; the key factor Is the salience of oil a. a singularly
strategic commodity.

This reality enhanced the political awar.ness and

activity of these companies, producing the symbiotic relationship» between
companies and their home governments which were typical of the energy

■
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system as it existed in the postwar decades.

The major oil companies

controlled the market, determined prices, and decided the amounts of oil
to be produced and the size of the revenues to be paid to governments.
Their very existence and «odes of operation constitute the core of the
system.

The existence of stable interdependence patterns, then, bolls

down to the existence of powerful finns which kept the interests of their
home governments clearly In mind.

Indeed, the entire evolution of the

world energy system can be traced back to the emergence of the internatlonal 01 I companies.
With the U.S.

leading the group, the oil consuming nations changed

their position from resisting OPEC to one of acconwnodatIon.
prices skyrocketed, the industry lost almost all

Consequently,

Influence over production

and pricing, and supply ceased being responsive to demand as curtailment
of output occurred, be It for explicit economic reasons or the expedient
establishment of economic-diplomatic linkages.
By 1973. the asymmetry between the degrees of dependence experienced
by importers and exporters reached the threshold of an acute cri.is.

The

structural conditions of Imbalance and the policies of appeasement precipitated a major supply and price disruption In which exporters sought to
exploit the state of the system for economic benefits and. for some, political purposes as well.

The primary economic objectives were achieved,

but the secondary political ones failed.
of the same causes:

The two. however, were symptoms

the cartelIzation and pol 11iclzatlon by oil producers

of the oil market, and the consumers' weakness in the face of such a
chalI enge.

■^" »l
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In tUe early J970's, the attitude of the oil importing countries, as

reflected in the position held by the companies (but In fact developed In
coordination with their home governments), changed from attempting to
preserve the multilateral system, possibly through a line of resistance
to OPEC's demands, to appeasement of OPEC members.
differ fundamentally.
long-term stability.

The two attitudes

The former risks confrontation for the sake of
The latter appears incrementally cheaper by defer-

ring a confrontation, but can be even more destabilizing in the 1 .ng run.
as demands escalate.
This is precisely what happened following the Teheran and Tripoli
agreements.

The agreements, which were to run until 1576. were greeted

in many quarters with a sigh of relief as heralding a long period of
stability.

U is now known that the opposite occurred, the usual fruit

of appeasement.

Th« adoption of the .ine of appeasement was In fact a

signal that the Western commitment to the stable multilateral system had
ended.

Thus, regardless of whether or not the buyers' market was replaced

by a sellers' market, a highly significant change had occurred In the
behavior of the companies and home governments alike.

Firm resistance to

the OPEC challenge by a conservative defense of the status quo was superseded by a position designed to accommodate the revolutionary force that
OPEC represented.
Within weeks after the agreements, the OPEC countries began reneging
on their cormltments and imposing on the consuming countries a series of
endless "supplementary agreements."

Each was presented as a "last demand";

the companies acquiesced and passed the costs along.

Prices have been

spiraling ever since, as is amply evident by the curve depicted In Figure I
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favored a continuation of the putative phase, pending clarification of
the American response to Faisal's warnings that production wc-Id be
frozen If Washington failed to relax its support for Israel.

Other Arab

states supported e^en more radical moves, such as Immediate production
cuthacks or the imposition of selective export controls.

Iraq, for

Instance, p. oposed a massive cutoff for a period of ten years.

The

meeting delegated final decisions to a forthcomlnp meeting of heads of
state In the non-aligned summit In Algiers.
If the Arabs needed a last-minute encouragement to go ahead ar,d
actualize their oil threats, they received it early In September.

At a

news conference In the White House, President Nixci said that the U.S.
was giving the highest priority "to achieving a Middle East settlement
that would put an end to Arab threats to curtail future oil deliveries
to Western countries."

The admission of a linkage by the direct victim

of the oil pressure marked the success of the putative phase.

From an

American point of v'~w, the last-minute attempt to appease the Arabs by
preaching ' evennandedness" proved pitiful and self-defeating.

Within four

weeks, the American pledge for peace encouraged the Arabs to embark on
another war, and American hope that such a policy would contribute to the
security of supply made It more insecure than ever.
At the Algier? summit, some two weeks later, the Arabs agreed to
embark on a fourth Arab-Israeli war, supporting it by the oil weapon and
oil money.

The Soviet ' nion was notified of the decision, and a third

Arab oil offensive against the West began.
The actualization of the oil weapon showed that it can Indeed provide
a political pretext for an economically motivated action.

i
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That the 1956 and 1967 pol 11 leally-inspired oil crises failed to
attain their primary political goals is beyond dispute.
the 1973 oil embargc. however, varies.

Opinion about

Near as one can tell, the Brookings

Institution's evaluation is probably correct in summing the question up by
noting that:
..it is too early for final judgments on the success of
the Arab use of the oil weapon in 1973"7'«. They did achieve
some change in the publicly proclaimed policies of Japan and
several European countries toward the Arab-Israeli dispute.
The Arabs also may believe that their embargo and production
restrictions spurred the United States to work harder for a
Middle Eastern settlement, although it can equally well be
argued that U.S. diplomacy was driven more by a desire to
defuse a dangerous threat to world peace than by fear of an
oil shortage."*
Indeed, it is no coincidence that the oil weapon as a political
phenomenon has been found to be only a mildly effective tool of diplomacy
at best.

The origin of the weapon's relative Ineffectiveness lies within

the fact-stressed throughout this study-jthat there is no such thing as
a purely political Arab oil weapon.

Rather,

it is an added rhetorical

dimension to an activity which is intrinsically economic and is subjected
to policies which are primarily profit-oriented.

If OAPEC were genuinely

intent on maximizing the short-run political benefits derivable from its
latent oil power, as defined under the explicit objectives of the embargo.
i*s strategy should have focused on production restrictions co-pled with
severe price controls—all

indexed to the political

issue at stake.

Keep-

ing prices low would have simultaneously kept consumers' demand for OAPEC
oil. secured their long-term dependence, and demonstrated that political

D

.•

?rePl! h Y"9er and E,eanor B- Steinberg. Energy and U.S. Foreign
y (Cambridge. Mass.: Bellinger Publishing Co. 19^). p. US.
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the adoption of preferential import policies compatible with its security
concerns.
To keep Its energy options open, the U.S. has typ.clly pursued all
four strategies simultaneously:

It led the creation of the IEA;

engaged in comprehensive bilateral deals;

it

It promulgated energy self-

sufficiency as a national objective: .nd it introduced precautionary
ingredients into Its import policies.

Pursuit of these policies together

MV have been sensible for the short run. but it is too expensive, economically and politically, to sustain over the long run.

In effect, the

American energy dilemma is but a component of its general international
predicament.

If the U.S. were to reverse the process of Its decline,

then the energy problem could be exogenously resolved as a new system
of international economic collective security Is erected and policies of
appeasement give way to resisrance postures.
present political trends continue,
tegies

If. on the other hand,

then the optimal mix of energy stra-

for the U.S. would be that which stresses relative energy Inde-

pendence attained through a precautionary Import policy.
The crisis of energy Interdependence.

In conclusion, could result

in its future avoidance rather than its restructuring or Intensification.
Gradually, all major oil

importing countries would choose a> escape

energy interdependence by returning to seml-autarklc postures.

It Is

this trend more than anything else which could restore balance and order
to the world's energy system.

Whether or not the degree of political

leadership and will exists to implement effective policies of relative
energy independence.

In the context of public opposition to nuclear energy

and envl onmentally disruptive energy system».

-«■ —M.^" —W--.—

Is yet to be seen.
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Chapter I I I
THE PETROMONEY QUESTION
Introduction
This chapter deals with three interrelated aspects of the world
energy situat ion:
a)

The market for energy by I98O. particularly for oil;

b)

The patterns of economic development and domeulc
investments of oil revenues for key grouping, of
Middle East oil producing countries;
The scope of accumulatad capital surpluses for foreign
nvestment by Middle East oil producing countries tn
h2 years 1975. 1980. and I985 and the structure of
their Investment.

These aspects are analyzed under a variety of assunptions as to
elasticities of supply and demand, prices, market structure and characteristics of the economic forces at work.
this study:

One premise, however, underlies

projected situations have their own economic logic, which

in turn lies at the core of what all too often Is obscured by polltcal
rationalizations.

The analysis of this core is the ultimate purpose of

this chapter
A more detailed discussion of this analysis is given in Volume III
of this study.

The Oil Market
Western a.-.d world net demand for Middle East oil
as follows:

in I98O is estimated

70
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Price per barrel

Annual net demand
in bill Ion barrels

$ '♦.OO
7.00
9.00
12.00

Of crucial

14
7
5.5
5

- 17
- 10
- 8.5
- 8

importance are the price and income elasticities of

demand, and price elasticity of supply of non-oil energies and oil.
The above figures were derived from rather conservative assumptions with
regard to demand (income elasticity - 1.0, price elasticity ■ -0.1) and
somewhat less so with regard to supply.
increase will be provided at price $9.

Most of the medium term supply
Higher prices will

Increase In-

centive for the development of synthetic fuel and other substltues, but
this will not be significant before the late i980s.
U.S. net demand for energy import in 1930 Is estimated as follows:

Price per barrel
$ '♦.OO
6.00
7.00
9.00
12.00

Thus, the U.S.

Annual net demand
in bi11icn barrels
5
2
1.3
0.5
0.2

-

6
3
2.8
2.0
1.7

is not expected to become independent In 1980, even

if oil prices remain as high as $9 per barrel.

However, most of the

decline in the net import levels is achieved at a price of $6-$7.

■■

A
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Higher deg.ees of self-sufficiency for the U.S. are attained if less
conservative assumptions are made, such as price elasticity of demand ■
-.20 and supply of non-cil energy increases of 7"
(instead of k percent).

percent per year

In this case, independence levels are seen at

a price between $6, In the most optimistic case, and $9.
If the OPEC cartel remains cohesive, it will maximize the present
value of its oil revenues (or the value of Its reserves) by fixing a
price as high as it can maintain, which would be politically feasible
and would also impede rapid long-term developments of substitutes.
a price Is probably $8-$9 per barrel.

Such

Only for elasticities greater than

those discussed would it possibly be worthwhile for the cartel to reduce
the prices somewhat.
Lower prices (such as S^ per barrel) reduce the revenues and reserve
value of Iran, Iraq and Libya substantially (the last two countries being
grouped under the designation "LQ").
Kuwait and the U.A.E.

On the other hand, Saudi Arabia,

(henceforth designated as "S" group) are quite in-

different to lower prices.

Due to their huge oil reserves, they will

supply most of the world's increased demand at lower prices and still
obtain similar magnitudes of revenues.

Therefore, their annual revenues

will not decline (except under extreme assumptions); rather, they may
increase.

The length of period before the reserves are depleted is

reduced, of course, but It Is still very large (30-60 years) and thus
the present value of their reserves Is almost not effected.

Moreover,

due to the realistic possibility of a breakthrough in energy production
sometime during the next 30 years, the value of the conserved reserves

■ um m
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for the post-2010 period Is questionable even in future terms.

The possi-

bility of finding additional reserves that further extend the period of
depletion strengthens this point even more.
If the U.S.

introduces a minimum price policy at $6 or $7. it would

face only a small degree of dependence on imports in 1980.

Its total

energy balance would be as follows:
Demand for energy
Supply of non-oil energy
Supply of oi1
Total supply
Net import

15.8 bil'ion barrels
3.2
w
13.9
1 9

This net import is 12 peir-jnt of total energy demand and 29 percent
of total oil demand.
By reducing U.S. demand for import in case world prices fall below
$6. this minimum price policy will have no effect on th« OPEC cartel
which at any rate tends to retain prices at a level higher than $6 per
barrel.

It may, however, have the effect of decreasing the "S" countries'

incentive to reduce prices since precisely under conditions of low prices
the policy of minimum prices becomes operational, consequently leading
to a smaller increase in the "S" countries' annual revenues.
An agreement between U.S.

(and the West) and the "S" countries may

be possible whereby the "S" countries will cut prices to about $'•-$5 per
barrel, saving the West tens of billions of dollars per annum.

In order

to create the incentive for this, the "S" countries might expect the West

to:
a)

secure their foreign investments against inflation
risks;

b)

~*,"r*rwmaH

support the stability of their present regimes.
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The fact that such an arrangement will r-tfjce Iran's rate of resource
growth and will make the "S" countries the only substantial

investors

in world finance constitutes further attraction for this policy.
The total revenues In 1980 for all Mid-East oil exporting countries
( the "£" group) are expected to be at the following possible levels:
a)

$ 100 b i11i on (if elasticities are very conservative
and under any market scenario);

b)

$60-$70 bill ion (if elasticities are guite conservative
and under jny nwrUet scenario);

c)

$*«0-$S0 bill ion (under reasonable elasticities and an
effect ive OPEC cartel);

d)

$20-$30 biI I ion (under very optimist ic elasticities, or
reasonable elasticities with "S" countries price leadership for a disintegrated cartel.

The Economic Growth of Middle East Countries
Given tne high oil reserve, the Gross Domestic Product (excluding
oil royalties and returns on foreign investments) of the Mid-East countries Is expected to grow at 12-1*4 percent a year (in real terms) and
reach S^O billion in 1975, S80 billion in I98O and >.50 billion in 1985Adding oil royalties and returns in foreign investments, the total Gross
National

Income in 1985 will reach a level between $200 and $300 billion.

(See Figure 1.)
Domestic investments will reach $18 billion in 1975, between $3*4
and $38 billion in I98O and between $50 and $65 billion in 1985.
Figure 2.)

[See

The total net imports of the Mid-East oil exporting countries

will largely depend on the conf igurat i'*-. of oil reserves in '980.

It Is

expected to measure then between $22 md $^5 billion, and between $28
and $60 billion by I98r,.

■ V| ■ >

■™"

(Ste F.gure J.]

>"^-

m

'
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The accumulation of forolgn capita' under the various alternative
oil revenue levels, combined with an 8 percent p.a. real return o.i foreign
investments are shown ir Table 1 and summarized in Figure k.

A zero

real rate of return will result in accumulation of about 2/3 of the above
level.

In the case of high oil revenues, all the countries accumulate

substantial foreign investments.

In the case of low revenues, the accum-

ulation is small, but for the total

it stiI I grows every year.

In the

case of low revenues, Iran would have deficit-, in its balance of payments
as of 1977; Iraq and Libya retain a small surplus.

Only the "S" countries

would have a surplus gradually rising to $200 billion in 1985.

■—»

.

■
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F i gur» )
NATIONAL INCOME OF MIDDLE EAST COUNTRIES
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Figure 2
OOMKSTIC INVKMMENT - Al, A4
BASE ASSUMPTIONS
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Figure 3
NET IMTOKTS - »'375.
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Figure k
FOREIGN CAPITAL ACCUMULATION - 1980. 1980
BASE ASSUMPTIONS
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Investment Strategies of the Oil Revenues Surpluses
Oil revenue surpluses are expected to be invested In foreign countries
in accordance with the following goals:
a)

to increase the expected rate of return on the
investments;

b)

to reduce the business risk;

c)

to reduce the political risk;

d)

to increase the contribution of the investments
to the national security;

e)

to increase the contribution of the investments
to the country's political power in the world;

f)

to increase the contribution of the investment
to the stability of the current regime

g)

to make investments that are more manageable within
the limits of skilled manpower;

h)

to adjust the investments to the psychological preferences and constraints of the investors.

Given the different performance of various investment too.s in
achieving desired goals,

it is expected that the most efficient invest-

ment policy will be to diversify in the various investment tools available in order to optimize.
Short-term assets will be held in order to provide liguidity and
ability to shift investment strategies.

In a relatively short time (I to

3 years) much wiil be transformed into long-term holdings.

Investments

in institutional bonds (issued by governments and international financial
Institutions) and other forms of bonds, will
the total capital
level off.

increase and their share in

investment will rise accordingly.

Neutral

investments (i.e.

Later on they will

investments without managerial

control, or investments in neutral industries such as services, real

J
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Economic Implications
Comparative static analysis of the implications of the increased
oil price for the monetary system and the real economic sector of the
Western industrialized countries leads to Me following conclusions:
Perfect recycling among countries may not be achieved because of the
inefficient and Incomplete monetary system.

Even if successful, perfect

recycling achieved by the transfer of asset ownership and creation of
financial

liabilities will not solve the entire economic problem.
.rzome In the oil

decline In real

The

importing countries will reduce aggre-

gate consumption and spending and create a deflationary gap.
helping to cut the cost-push inflation,

it will

Rather than

increase unemployment.

Even if the perfect recycling among countries does work well, internal financial frictions are expected due to:
a)

movement of funds from small to large
financial institutions;

b)

erratic changes lit the borrowing rate
structure;
,

c)

rapid changes in the demand structure
for various types of financial assets.

Given Imperfect recycling among nations and financial frictions
within countries,

it is not improbable that the financial system will

face dramatic problems, such as bank failures and deterioration of the
system's credibility.

A prudent monetary and financial policy under in-

ternational cooperation can technically prevent this crisis.

It is ques-

tionable, however, whether such cooperation will be achieved.
Governments face "flation traps" where cost-push Inflation and unemployment exist simultaneously.
oil prices.

It

Flation traps are compounded by increased

is doubtful whether governments will be able to deal success-

fully with this di len.na.

-^k
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Table I
INVESTMENT STRUCTURE - 1975.
(percentages)

1980, 1935

I97i>

1980

1985

Short-Term Crcdi t

60

20

10

Bonds

25

30

35

Neutral

5

15

15

Energy

0

10

15

Direct

0

15

25

Political

10

10

10

Total

100

100

100

Table 2
SUMMARY OF INVESTMENT PORTFOLIOS
UNDER ALTERNATIVE OIL REVENUES - 1975, 1980, 1985
(mi 11 ions of dol!^rs)

Year

Short-Term

Bonds

Neutral

Energy

Foreign

Total

i.56

IkS

8
^6
98

980

6
38
76

83
381
760

Di rcct

Al:

18

1975
1980
1985

20
'27

k
68
1^7

46
147

0

0
68

80

91
98

2'45

50
76
76

2!
115
190

l«
57

0
38

\]k

]\k

0
57
190

1975
1980
198S

^3
^0
35

18
60
89

k
30
53

0
20
53

0
30
89

7
20
35

72
200
35^

AM:
1975
1980
1985

'•3
33
26

18
'O
6^

1

0
16
38

0
2A
6't

7
16
26

72
162
256

A2;
1975
1980
1985

A3:

—..t.

„:

...

■

2^
38

'
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prices.

That tension, to be translated in the arena of OPEC prodvctlon

programming, is expected to grow acute as early as 1977.
The "S" countries' relative indifference to price levels in the
short run is likely to shift the issue of prices from the economic to
the political realm.

Thus,

linkage tactics such as the coupling of

production levels to Western diplomatic positions, say on the Arab-Israeli
front, can be expected to continue for the next two or three years.
The existence of relatively easy recycling mechanisms, such as
military s.«les and technology transfers, against the background of a felt
need for massive and efficient recycling of the oil money, might result
in a Western scramble to sell arms and technology to Persian Gulf states.
Such deals, however, often convey serious implications both on the selling
and on the receiving ends.

Thus. Jellcate local military balances as well

as strategic sectors of the Western economies could be affected.
The volume and source of direct investments in the Western economies
could present these countries with the usual dilertras faced by host governments.

The magnitudes Involved, however, suggest that existing regu-

lations might not suffice to protect these countries from undesirable
control which impinges on their security.

A reconciliation of the con-

flicting considerations could take too iung. thus allowing for a period
of potentially critical exposure.
The potential for manipulation of reserves by Mid-East oil exporting
countries so as to further their political objectives Is slgnlflesntly high.
In that sense, a narrowly defined Project Independence might miss its
original purpose.
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The explosion of the world oil crisis can be traced oack to the
Teheran and Tripoli Agreements of 1971.

That crisis, considering its

monetary, financial and political ramifications, has already precipitated
one local flare-up.

So long as the components of that crisis (i.e.,

arbitrary use of monopolistic control, exorbitant prices and less than
complete commercial responsibility upon which world trade is based) are
not blunted, further political aggravation in all directions should
surprise no one.

-■, T
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BRIEF
This one-day workshop was intended
A

TO IDENTIFY SIGNIFICANT SECURITY IMPLICATIONS WHICH HAVE
EVOLVED OB MAY EVOLVE FROM THE WORLD ENERGY SITUATION;

B.

TO CONDUCT A PURPOSEFUL DISCUSSION AMONG DIVERSE GROUPS
CONCERNED WITH THE SUBJECT;

C.

TO PROVIDE AN INPUT TO HUDSON INSTITUTE AT THE START OF
NEW CONTRACTUAL WORK ON THE ENERGY PROBLEM AND ITS
RAMIFICATIONS FOR DEFENSE PLANNING.

The workshop did evoke the intensive dialogue desired. It wits actively
participated in by the Director (J-4) of OJCA, deputies from OASD (ISA)
W hu outside gvoups, notably those of the FEO, Chase Manhattan Bank
and Universal Oil. Senior staff of the Hudson Institute acted as provocateurs discussing energy/security issues for specific geographical
regions followed by comments by ISA regional officers and open di cuss.on,
The workshop served to introduce the problem, but the menu was far tc
extensive for coverage in any depth during one ^ay. Neither time nor
focus permitted rigorous discussion. In effect, it kOI both a symptom
and a function of the lamentable state of the debate that the tenor oj
the meeting was not policy-oriented nor was the range of the security
aspects of energy adequately explicated. The workshop reflecteo Me
current national mood of a general lack Pf any sense of urgency.
Ironically, this very condition is often referred to as one of the major
obstacles to successful completion of policies and projects dealing with
the energy crisis.
Tnis general busineis-as-usual attitude came through particularly in
arguing certain tentative Hudson ideas. Rather than focusing on the
main thrust of scch programs, most .«ere inva'idated with an air of
complacency.
The subjects discussed will , however, provide a start tcwayd more
substantive inah sis of each with a view to developing scenarios • «
framework for planning and -o present the range of security tsnues which
result from world concern 'ver energy. It is clear such development of
scenarios will be require' to discipline the thinking and activities of
the coronunity as a whole. Mo-eover, quite a few useful observations
were -"le dur'nj the session. These tended to center around three interrelat.«
fiXdMWltil problems:
I.
II.
III.

THE SUBJECT OF THE PRICES OF ENERGY AND HEIR FINANCIAL
EFFECTS;
THE PROBLEMS OF ENERGY AVAIIABILITY;
THE POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND SECURITY IMPLICATIONS OF
RESPONSES TO I. AND II.

■ ■»»I
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I.
A

ENERGY PRICES AND THEIR

F;NANCiAL EFFECTS

'The prf.oe of oil ha* been identified as the moat portent P<vemeter
ior Lotion. Yet. the uncertainty over toe future P^e of oil
ind its sutstitutes form a most formidable analytical and practical
obstacle to overcome. Widely differing views on ^*°*^*r£
nf nil were offered. Chase Manhattan Bank advanced a figure in the
% lO'hhlraZ l\th the JCS representative also indicating .n
^pectation of thi: high price range. Hudson Institute partwipants.
on the other hand, pointed out that a boom-buei P'**>m™f£f
develop, bringing about a drop to the $5-6/bbl range. Industry
representat.vlslupported the latter estimate, and it was clear that
this very disagreement was illustrative of the general »Mrta^
over the price issue-i condition which causes great hedging in

rn^enrin evafuation of when -ther energy souses may ecome
available, in declaration of energy policies, and in appraising
dependence patterns among nations.

B

The three-fold increaee in ihe price of Persian Oulf oil over the
paetTear las seen as creating problem for OECDt severe pmbta»
for the less developed countries, and very great problems ?**tt**
Arabs themselves and for the capital markets of ***** {» JJS
6
„/ the absorptive capacity for these revenues. WM1f« ^J"^
^?
c
in the price of oil was seen as likely to ncrease the ost of oil
to OECD countries at roughly $16 billion, in ^f^J^w1^ this
countries the oil bill would only increase by $ld Million, but this
$10 billion would effectively negate the aid f^SLETlÄS
OECD countries. Indeed, the shortage of foreign exchanoe in hard
currencies available to these countries might create ^al supply
problems simply on the basis of price and ^courage those countries,
who themselves ara raw material suppliers, to use their position as
s'ppli^ to apply similar pressure on the U.S. and other developed
countries to garner for themselves the necessary foreign exchange.
Deterrence of other rau material suppliers ftm this temptation
makes OECD cooperation on the oil probUm parttcularly important.
C

The representative from the Chase Manhattan Bank pointed out that
•iince the middle Eastern countries are reluctant to engage vn
TZtinveswent. the $40 to $50 billion su-plus capita accruing
to these countries is likely to present severe ^ fflcuU es to the
private firms which are expected to handle it. As he pointed out.
there a^e limits to the absor-ptive capacity of the short-term
investment market.

D

It was explained, however, that in the long run one should not be
concerned about the problem of price since the H***™***!*^

'

prices tended to be a self-defeating prophecy
That U. t/ a prtce
of $l0/bbl is expected worldwide, this will stimulate such a

.
■ -.-»M "■ M9"*
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response from energy prcd'jcers and those who explore for energy that
within the next five yeare one might reaaonably expect an energy
glut.
Chase Manhattan disagrees with this projection; but their projection
is based on pre-October energy flows at post-March (1974) prices.
This is plainly on unworkable and tlierefore extremely unlikely
situation. One oamiot expect totally inelnstia Oemnd and supply
furu-tiom, especially when one considers the price-sensitivity of
the demand for energy in the less-developed world and also in the
case of <;ome of the weaker economies in Western Europe. More
importantly, supply should be more responsive to price increases,
and even Chase Manhattan agreed that there would be a significant
increase in world supply as a result of the current high prices for
oil.
F.

The flow of large payments to Arab countries in the short terrr and
hau their investment might, in turn, affect the world, post major
financial ^nd trade problems: these funds must be acquired, payment
balances must be sought, ^nd investments must be handled. Solutions
to these problems at this time, within existing practices, seem
remote. One fear is that since the Arab countries place their money
in short-term loans, the financial markets will be saturated withi"
less than two yoars, with chaos thereafter. A second fear is that
the fumls may h* intentionally moved about by Arab countries to
cause disr.'Dtion in he Western financial markets. Third fear is
thJt extensive inves:ments in the U.S. might be detrimental to U.S.
interests. Founi, fear is that the third-world countries will be
unable to pay for the oil to continue their development, with
resulting instability in these regions. (Iran appears to be the
only major producer actively pursuing long-term solutions--^
having the ability to ab,orb investments.) The inability of the
producer countries to absorb this magnitude of investments "argues
for their ^iksly reduction of production or expanding production
slower than desired by consumers. Moreover, to the extent that the
recent Arab embargo was caused by the appearance of revenue surpluses
which facilitated the diversion of oil production from the strirtly
economic to the diplomatic plane, thc exp-ected growth of such excess
capital is seen as even more destaLiliving ind potentially9 politicallu
r
■Jmrupttve.
»»»w

G.

As far as Arab exporters are concerned, they are likely :o have great
difficulties in figuring out what to do with their newfound riches.
The Arabian economies do not have, in most cases, the absorptive
capacity to make full use of the revenues. As has been pointed out,
the short term investment market does not have the absorptive
capacity; and the alternative of leaving the reveruss in currency is
extremely distaetefut. given world monetary instability.
It was
generally conceded that the only other logical alternative—«iire^t

*
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inveatment abroa^-um one with which thß Ar-abs felt extremely
uncomfortable an. ^vre therefore highly unlikely to use. Thia
attitude, it ehmld Le noted, could change ae economic realitiea
sink in, thus positively affecting reluctant exportf-rp ' r>ropen«i/:w
to invest.

!'

H.

It was pointed out that fora smooth and efficient system of global
energy inter U ; . . Im^e to work would require an Arabian miracle
^rrf>arable to the German and Japanese miracles of the fifties c^d
•**tim. This is extremely unlikely, due to self-centeredness of
the Arab states and the absence of most of the preconditions for
rapid industrial growth. Therefore one can only expect the
emergence of a few super-sheikhdoms with a relatively high .evel
of consumption, along with sorw
rust.rated "great leaps forward" to
more ambitious states. This u. .wble system cannot wor«; nor can
it be expected to persist, .^hese countries could well undergo a
period of being no more than rentier states, as was fyain during
the 16th century, with the inflcu of gold doing more h-m to its
atabiltty than anything else.

Fina ly. Hudson argjed that the basic elasticities of demand and
supply will tend to cause a drop in prices and thus these problems
are basically a UM-year issue with the price down in the third
year. The pros and cons of this argument and implicit strategies
were discussed. For example, the possibility considered <:or the
third world was that these b-yers would simply borrow funds for
this short period and either pay back over the longer term after
P
^ue^ha^e droPPed or. alternatively, they would sirrply default
with little harm done.

II.

ENERGY AVAILABILITY

The supply and availability of energy are not inelast cally —edetermined by natural constraints. Rather, it was the general
consensus of the workshop that one of the major causes •* the
current crisis was an erroneous pricing policy, particularly the

regulation of gas so as to keep the price of natural gas arMficiaily low thereby causing the depletion of gas reserves, driving
coal from the market and inhibiting and misdirecting research önd
development efforts for alternative sources of energy. Nonetheless,
it was m discussing the shortage problmm that the least sense jf *

urgency was evident.

This was especially surprising since it

emerged that DoD gets at least half of its supplies from overseas
ami that the enbargo hit DoD first in that it gets it POL at the
ena of the pipeline at the foreign refineries. Yet, paradoxically

U was the industrial representatives who expressed greater concern
over problems of supply and shortages. They referred to the
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production problems created In shortfall sltuaMons. but these
seemed really problems of inconvenience put forch ti arouse
appropriate appreciation of these difficulties from DSD

f?^t

(WmentS

IS 12

or1

9i^ting from industry pointing out.

nrst. that .iefrnoe equtpment to rarely ckeignrd with effiHeleu™

affTZT^ orlUt^' Seco"d. »t was noted that L/lsZlZJl
affec-tod <Iefen** production eapeaially with imp** ZlbJ£u%?
tor« „ho operate »n a much thinner Zrgin. They made It !S£22u
difficult to get quick fixes on problem? as thev c^e un ^nT
*
general shortages caused by price' controls o ten m de tP'd
icult
L9i i^ n^T' PartS- n WaS s^9ested that more
ex be
n
be Credted f0r
u1
whi h . P ?„ J
^ P^nt so as to permit subs itute^
which take into account the energy shortages
Third and S.»
9
importan . it was suggested that.aZt^ ". «Z onlT* Treroent
or petroleum consumed in the U.S. and Zuqhhj 2.4 percent 0f
t^tuyennrw, it could ass we a more acUve nUinLtnal
pjJW plannvnrj
DoO consumption of national energy ^^01^ as
.hnr?^""1,

-or

W,th

qua„tU*es

75

percent

of

that

«re foreseen forlhe

'ih/n'Zl S i?i*2fa^!

b

e^g Petroleum

The In?t?al

«t "uple of y'e r. 'Cifh'"

are apl

^i^/r^rication of tanker f'oete

"Tu-mi*/ tOHTOM. the use to be made of the oil reserves and
P**uit of a viable program of HW.
Industrial represent!tiJp.
suggested that DoD should make power consump ?on ! real fac 0r in
oe?Uh^nt Älü»-^ the RDTÄE ^<* w^ eel thTdvese iioact
of h gher industrial energy costs; that DoD should expect R&D

nt^a t ÄsTar^r^^^ia^^
D,

Modson participants argued that too ie aapabU of Leader-ehi, -4
?f ft" «»■»»» « «cmmm of mg*

m this connection, Hudson
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1
U
H"£Xd ZlTssU^rnT^ 'Äüü
^
P- dearly,
Hl,,H,
,f
C0,JntriflS 1n

developing s age itJnoLlha? S2Ät"#f eS 2!
!
«W
the b1g9est
payments 'or needH oil iLr?.
J*^ ^
P^61«" of
and are expecJedlo JiltlE SVVS?,tt?l! and Ecuador e^^ *"
amounts (norfl andTs minion K^0"^1^0"^ probib]y 1n red^ed
The Possibilities for ;4r^Vr7J/SvPe: da^ r^^^y).
believed to have been «EiSI?fc„ Sllf?* **?**** ^operation were
In Mexico.
enhanced by Secretary Kissinger's discussions
D.

Hudson said the u s s

R

aair

». ^- •

"nd this ^JSlA m^r^Sf^lf;^ ^ ie P-M^t^,

^tr t^^at« in the fiddle TsTn^ ThlS8JmPnes 0°™*™ over
abilitiee to auvplu thJZllL I ^i«™ ^™ vie-a-vie their

(and Japanese)1^s Ä ^tSfin^ru^^R^ ZZTl

U S

- -

e U S S R
waned, which likelv mean^ ™,,rrl*l ?
- - - - aPPear to have
delayed if they depe^Sn 5 S S R ^J^T"^ *" be Curtailed or
expected to continue inJerest" in u.!.0"^ 'l0^' The U-S-s-R- <«
in this a..a. ft ias Jo ed b
5STS ^f'SL09! and.in^^t
«tdt cjon^e^ oycr |^ «Jl *-~~
U.b.S.R. uae evincing almoet ae
of the oil weawn TOV cluZtT^ Hi areL sipce the effectiveness
support other fSan^s a JrilnH? ^I10" the need for So^^ ^litary
concern was expressed Sbou Ä'f1^,65^ party- Nevertheless,
6 of
tension wlthin^tb^dev^oped 2o Id whi i^ -t0 ^V^"^
^
be resu1
the current energy prob ™
K LÄlfiÄ "^
t1ng from
willing to DOlJtCNltto SL.TL u!ll! Un^n has been "W than
benefiting from the currpnJc^.^510''0 Europe how the U.S. is
and
OECD cooperat^n * STSft iSK^
I1 ?eemS that •"***
TCanS f0r neutr
such propaganda
aliz1ng the inpact of

E.

y 0f
between Turkey and ITM DOL ^IK
present uns^tledrAJ^
Z?£*l "

9row1n9

competition
-^ * the ever

adöU

questions ofAAty^S prtce^ ^^^ the
F.

Jev^n^of^r* ÄlJS.,22i?2-,E!2fi
t,8>t

due t0 the

«*«•

EY74 and now «et JliT.^Sl* Ä K
^ a ^vel of $4B in
Middle East (and^ ' e cen^of1 ta? JTSK^
^iS 1n the
t0 Iran)
similar l3vel next vear InH hL?
J
' ^ expect a
effectively, in contra^ ?. .MT J^" Can absorb this level
1
effective yue continued ourch^.^^f
' "^ probab1^ cannot
0f
discussion of the eventual Pfw! f ^^^- There was no
being Introduced in^hereoion
ft ^ M 1evels of •"*«»*•
as a source o/cit ^t'S Jf^^« "n {^1;'^^
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military arenas. fl
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I.

I

BRIEF

Hie second worksho in the HuJjton-AUFA/ISA scries dealing with the
sccuntv implicatums i f energy wa- devoted to n post-mortem analysis
of the lt)7S-1974 oil emliargo
file norning session was intended to
exuinc the e^arfo. its impact end th< lessons for the future which ee
and others have apparently derived from the experience. As background
for the discussion the following formal presentations were made:
International Configuration, (mbargn Implementation and
Effect! (U. Arad, Hudson Institute!
Management of Defense lir.ergy Kesouncs

(RADM Sonncnshein)

iioi» Meeponeo to 1967 and r)7() Disrui'tions (Connors, kAND)
ixporters' I'erspi-ct i vi - Dl'IC \N0 OM'liC
I

(J

Noyes, OASU(ISA))

isons learned from the incri'.y Crisis (ADM Wesch!er, (XJCS)

Overlooked Implications of tlu

HnbargO

(ll

Kahn. Hudson Institute)

ilu' aftomoun session was intended to explore the scenarios for
Supply mbargo which might occur 7i 4 \ ears hence, and thereby to examine
the implications from actions taken on the basis of lessons learned.
The follOHing presentations addressed themselves to these issues:
Dependence md Independence in the Atlantic Alliance
(R. Shatz, Hudson Institute)
Future U.S. Imports and a Precautionary Import Policy
(H. Mindersliausen. KAND)
luturc of the Oil Weapon: Spill-Over and Iscalation Potential
(R. Rugglcs, Hudson Institute)
Soviet View of Oil Weapon

{I. Court, Miami University.»

Supply Interruption Scenarios

(R. Shatz. Hudson Institute)

The discussion that ensu'd wa. demonstrative of the fact that with
the advantage of hindsight a ruuch more sober and precise analysis is
possible, and this was important for the discussion of an issue so
clouded by rhetoric and the unavailability of consistent data as the
Arab embargo. As expected, the prognostic part of the day was more difficult and less precise. Yet, there seemed to be a consensus which of the
problems and areas need be considered in conjunction with the question
of the security of American energy supplies. The following is a synthesis of the coimnents and arguments presented at the meeting.

1
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II.
\.

THE EMBARGO EXPERIENCE OF

1973-197^

Hi« VJli explosion occurred as a result of a sudden exposure of
Saudi Arabia to Arab yrc^jin^s jo^ link its production policies
to the Arab cause in the Arab-Israeli conflict. This coincided
with rap id 1/ increasing Americ ui imp. >rts of Arab oil coup1ed
with consequent vulnerabilities. From virtually zero imports
fnm OAPtC In 1970 the United States came to be dependent for
•'.2 percent of us oil requirement on QAPKC sources by 1973.
Hie net effect of these parallel processes xas that the balance
of oil power was gradually shifting in favor of those OAPEC
members not dependent on a continuous flow of oil revenues.
Specifically, the political and economic configuration in 1973
was conducive to a Saudi-led embargo on the United States. At
the same time, an artificially created shortage facilitated the
subsequent price hikes as well as enabled continuation of the
production cutbacks.
The deployment of the gilJw^)on_fol lowed typical escalation
dynamics. I rom a moderately ambiguous putative stage it evolved
into a concrete and actual policy acquiring a momentum of its
cwn. In retrospect, it seems that due to intrinsic limitations
1
"thj', mechanics of the oil we ipon, i t attai ns its optimal costcfrectiveness more as a jibtential threat th.-n as a real action.
For instance, to impact on the Umteil States OAPEC was forced
tc cut back production across the board and by a factor of four
relative to the desired level of shortfall in the United States.

c.

American j^iu?rabH 11/ to oil pressures as of 1973 was still
well below critical thre'.hoTds. and therefore the shortfall of
1.2 to IS NWB/U affected less than 'I percent of total energy
consumption. That shortfall was absorbed mostly by voluntary
conservation without serious impact on the United States.
KoU experience during th« embargo revealed that the Department
was unsatisf utonly or^aiitzcd todglil with a long cutback and
had not learned the lessons "it nwj-hj_haye from the preceding
cumefct in I9b7 and 1970' 1971. TfoTre were Tnsuffici^nt
prepositioned stored reserves, terminals were inadequate, Dol)
did not have sufficient t inker, and could m t count either on
the oil companies or fuel coramitments from friendly countries.
Implementation of the UefVnse Production Act was delayed and
mandatory a 1 location failed to suppl) necessary training and
readiness acti/ities. Government response was sluggish in
allocating funds to cover the rapid increase in UoD fuel prices.
In .inclusion , desn 11 c a tJttliiUUüÜLJMitotfS 1TSL1J' ^ t i onof
the oil weapon^_a_iess_than_fully effective "fmplementati^r"
thereof, and considerable rjcakjijc^and swapping in the market,
the 1973 Arab oil embargo is generaljj^consjdered a success.'
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^ :._'' ''. ''
vervIj Jatigcd Western or l.ip. iu-sc economics, Imt
t hi t it d ni tchic\
its jwliti/JI oFicctives whi i e h.iv i n^ only~
linut i tfcon>*mic success. Thu . tla- Arabs bavi* acquired new
•ir,ir-f m world politic, tlu Iw.irlis find thtmsolvi-s
increasingly isolated ml uncertain »bout their future, and
there has |>een a stgnlfleant aovoaeni toward a more pro-Arab
line in burot«, Ja|*an ami the United states.
ihf lessons that could be derived frinn observing the success the
<il Arabs havi had arc not tine |iii voca 1. For it is obvious that
''
f the United States nor its allies matle use of whichever
cujinomi- and/öj mi lit.try instruwents availal»le to th— in trying
to counter the embargo.
Ihr a» commodation" postures vis-a-vis ~
the oil challenge which typified the r.»73-l!i74 experience could
• )«.• replaced in the future by containment policies which might
blunt its future potential considerably.

III.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE EMBARGO

1

£S 1W-11.>7 I embarj^>_c[.ijr^ijjed the jtotenti .1 danger to the U.S.
J'f high levels of oil importV, e^jH-cially from the Persian Gulf.
Tin U.S. energy resource base and technological capability are
adequate to support a national pollc) of cm rgy self-sufficiency,
however it i , clear that for the near-term (next 5-7 years), the
U.S. MI t depend on imports. Considerations of public safety,
. nvirontnentai quality, and vonmiercial feasibility pose difficult
harriers to ! imely implement.ition of energy self-sufficiency,
and the viability of I'rojcct Independence will depend on the
perception of social costs and how these perceptions are translated into decisions. Thero i , no doubt ho^tver that the U.S.
can become relativrly s^lT1sji"ff"u"ien't b^Tülnid 1980s.
I he major problems of em»r» '''H'j/j'jowth and of energy conservatiW> Will he associated with large scale programs. Thus,
engineering, planning and manacria f problems wilT dominate the
early period. We will have la accept increasingly larger energy
R|0 budgets if we are to have new technologies for the 1985-1990
period which can reduce the social costs of energy production.
Relative ener^^jjid^e^Kliju^jjij^r^ie^jj^tlie next fifteen to
Twenty years »ee«s increasingly_possible. ' Ry the mid-1980s ~
North Sea energy resource development may yield $40-65 billion
annual savings in terms of bal.ince-ol-payments outflow relative
to an extrapolation of the high-import supply estimated before
1973. Between 1971-1985 the integrated cost of continued hioh
import dependence would he $.V>i)-r.(l() billion.
If part of thvse
urns were invested in indigenous energy resource development to
accelerate North Sea and coal exploitation, they would yield
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increased luropt-an production capacity and mij{ht support domestic
»lonomic object ivi-s of full caplO)r«0nt and price ;nflation control.
\ho basic lielensc Depart nant urgaiu zation for energy management
11.id^proven effective by the ond of the embargo period, a 11hough
the Defense 1nergy Information System has just recently become
operational. DoD has been thi most effective conserver of energy
in the ledcral Government, saving 90 percent of all energy conservation within the ledcral (.overnment.
1 "he embargo generated interest in^ the development of NPR *1
and M to rnett the nation's energy needs as well as the Navy's.
At this point the funding for exploratory drilling is inadequate for any rapid verification of these reserves in FY 1974
and there is no provision for funding in FY 1975. There have
been estimates that reserves in NPH M may he «.■qual to
or greater than proven rij-trves in the lower forty-eight.
At the same time, it is clear that military stocks are not
vast and cannot serve as economic insurance for the nation.
Military stocks could only supply the nation for five days
and are ve-y particular in their applicability.
l»od is developing a plan for increasing the energy efficiency
oi its facilities. The program is estimated to cost $1 billion,
but, it can pay for itself in three to five years depending on
the price of fuels.

H.

In line with its earlier program of supportii g solar energy
KfjD, [iod is looking towards «Fciter use of its laboratory facilities, where fcasTT) le, for energy rcsearcIT in other areas. This
would be desirable even in areas not specifically related to
immediate denartmental needs in that it relates to the larger
security needs of the nation.

IV.
A.

PERSISTING PROBLEMS

Unless and until there is energy sell-sufficienc) in the United
States, the U.S. will be exposed to the instabilities of the world
energy system.
The instability results from ''le fact that thePersian Gulf, the major source of world crude oii, is politicilly
volatile and some of the major supplier st.ites are antagonistic
to each other as well as inclined to use the oil weapon in the
Arab-Israeli and other regional disputes. Control of the balance
of power in the world oil market is shifting from the United States
and the multinationals to the OPEC states. The world economy is
in a period of flux which creates tensions both for OPEC and the
OECD and between them. U.S.-U.S.S.R. relations are in a period

■ '
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of redefinition with the soviet Union inclined to provide the
Dilit.iry umbrella for the oil Moapon.
Iherc «re near tew tcwion« in the (.ulf states.
In order to
un tain current price Uvc I M the face of an increasing world
I'ctroleum surplus, some of thr.i states will have to cut Sack
production in the next few mont'is. A numhci of states need
all of the revenues now, but it is dcuhtful v.hether the Saudis
would be inclined to assist th> Irüiuans and Iraqis, lurthernore, t_hc^J)r ited States has >)vtrsold its ability to provide
"olitical and economic assistance to the Aral) states. This
is likely to lead to recriminations and possible retaliation.
C.

ipi ing back into a businessThe U.S. (iovt rnment seems to !"■
.is-usual attitude to its energv prob1 ems with the projected
lifting of mandatory allocations in lebruary, the leisurely
funding of M'Rs exploration and development, and waining interest in Project Independence.

D.

Opinion was divided on the likelihood of another embargo in the
neur-term.
11 was seen .is 1 FkcLy as a result of coiitinuing Arab
1sraali tens ions or OPIC concern about preserving their revenues
in the face of a worldwide inflation. The increasing tensions
within OAPI.C could induce tFe nations to resort to embargo and
otln r manipulations of production levels in order to increase
then solidarity. Also, the Soviet Union has been encouraging
the Arabs to make maximum use of the oil weapon due to"a perception qt TFre_ negative impact of the oil weapon on the stability
and Kanuony < • f the de ye loped c a jut aJLj st wor 1 d and an evaluation
that the Soviet Union stands tö Min politically and financially
as it defend.' OAPFC's n^Jit to use the weapon. Proponents of
the other point of view argued that the OAl'IC' countries arc
becoming conservative as the> reap the rewards from the recent
use of the oi 1 weapon. 'Iliey a re increasingly interdependent
with the rest of the world and can gain more by subtle putative
use^ nf the weapon than by actual use. They have been making
political progress and they fear the possibility of Western
mi'itary action were they to invoke the oil weapon again, particularly in light of the current tenuous status of the OECD
economics. OPIC cannot push the price of petroleum higher due
to the increasing world surplus a'J any prolonged embargo is
only likely to further sthiujatr further substitution of other
tnergy materials and petroleum sources.

E.

Although cotuern was expressed that the success of the oil
weapon would s^j muI a to lartta tion by non-fuel natural resource
and raw matena is suppl iers, this was deenud unlikely. The
sources of' suppljTfor fJTST nooils are far more diversified,
are not as critical or unsubst i tutable as petroleum, and there
is no burning political issue to motivate these states to run
the substantial risks of loss of market to substitutes, other
suppliers and increased use of low-grade sources. World reserves
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in these materials are enormous and /.rowing in sire, prices
ire favorablo at the present time and, hecause of the oil prices,
raw material, suppliers Jo not have the financial reserves that
lould cushion denial practices such as cutbacks and embargos.
F.

Similarly, certain crucial political uncertainties s.»em to persist. In the Arab world, Sadat seems reasonable at the present
time but his policy of moderation has no so'id ideological under1'inning with which to reward young R);yptians for deferred gratification of tneir economic needs. A rcvolut ionary potential
i xists therefore in ligypt and CWlldJ»e disruptive to the conservative Middle East ^il states.
Iran could bo destabi11zed by action against the Shah. There
"0 royal fanily hehin>I him .is in Saudi Arabia. From another
perspective Iran could be regionally" destabilizing because of
its increasingly grandiose conception of its world role. A11empts
to fulfill these dreams could lead to military conflict i.i
the Gulf and supply disruptions for the world, Western Europe
and Japan.
ls

H.

While Western Europe has some potential for mid-term energy
self-sufficiency, Japan does not and its economy is very
vulnerable to any future major cutoffs from the Gulf. The
implications of such Japanese vulneraFility to its own "low
posture' and for the United States are uncertai . but disquieting

I.

Ihe defense of U.S
iffshort facilities post's increasing problems for the United States which needs tob o seriously addressed
It is estimated that by 1980 the United States cou.Tbe
&get
W percent of its domestic oil from offshore. Th»» military probiere of defending these facilities are aggravated by their uncertain legal status as an increasing number of them are outside
the 12-mile limit.

J.

Increasing world political instability poses serious problems
for DoD in terms of prepositioning of its reserves.
It is no
longer certain which, if any, potential host countries are
dependaFIc"!
DoD was burned a number of times in the recent
umbargo.

K.

Pod has had difficulty in obtgining the necessary fuel supplies
on the open market and has ben"fitcd from mandatory allocation
of petroleum products. THe upcoming cancellation of mandatory
allocation poses worrisome problems of supply for the Department
Coal problems are already upon the Department and a coal strike
might make these problems even more severe.
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V.

A. SELECTION OF RECOMMENDATIONS

A

In assessing lutur« supply Interruptions it would be necessary
to cstimate both the_capabilitv and intentions lnher«nt in
sucfTThrilTtT. i^en Western Hemisphere suppliers possess
T^FHiT^r tho U.S. which is a function of their larK^ share
of exports to the U.S. In rh.s vein, an as.sessment of supply
disruption cort'riRcncios must include reference to action
taken by producers outside thr DAPhC group.

B.

Mli le pursuit the longer-term J^'loij^latn^self-sufficiency
;mlmmcJiate t^iTirr^r^' element should Ec i nject^int^current
■^^^^TT.jj—-SpJ^fically. it is argued that a r^lcy 01
.tOiiraRotion anä preference for ndpwPK: en couiarwder
the U S—relativity 1—une to direct Arab pressure. A prudent
pöficy wouldTilTS" incluae the onUr«unent of tne »torw ^ffigcity for oil, possibly ill salt domes and the re^estabUshmenv
oTl^e^ü^b~stockpiles in other strate&i^jmiterrals

I

If jne is i'o.n« to create a consumer.^j^ijitlon it is essenHal for I? to be coh-errvFT-irnoTTTrwill iJTTo U.S. vulnerability to the oil weapon and it might be better to allow the
rest of QeCO and the Middle Last states to work out their
difficulties amo'ig themselves.
Ü

lo the extent that the next decade m.ghl sec- further manipulations of the fade in oil and other raw materials for political
purposes, it is essential that the U.S. and its allies enhance
their bargaining capabilities. This calls for further development of potential diplomatic, economic and military countermeasures
Whi'le raw material producers enjoy certain economic
aawnfg». clearly the US. and its allies have cverwhe-^tun^
political and military idvanta^c. It is from these assets
hJTthc instruments of "improved bargaining should be drawn.

K.

l^velo^cceleralc^^

of WiH throu^ loop funding, a ^^^p^!^0"8^"'^'
if necOtOOty. private particip.tion in ^J^f^öS^
construct a .^«■■oekio» Olpel IW to enable tfe united States
to take full advantage of rapidly increasing oil supplies to the
West Coast.

F

linally, the following arc recommended within DoD: maintain
the energy management organization currently established;
establish and fund a five-year facility conservation program;
make energy effectiveness ■ consideration in capons-system
development; provide a full-time focal point within DDR^E
lor energy matters; increase the flexibility of fuel procurement programs; inert se DoD and civilian cooperation in
dealing with enen/ problems, and pursue further evaluation
of threat to future foreign supplies as wel. as to domestic
and offshore production fpicilitios.

■■'■|

■'

-—
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